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General Introduction 

For a long time, the storage of cereals like rice has been a strategic task to ensure 

the food supply. However, rice is one of the most challenging grains to store. Typically, 

stored at room temperature for six months to one year or at high temperature (>50 ℃) 

for 1-3 months, rice undergoes an aging process, leading to its quality deterioration. 

After aging, several macroscopic characteristics of rice are changed. For example, in 

terms of color, the surface luster of aged rice gradually decreases and becomes darker. 

With the aging process, unpleasant odors are generated. Additionally, the accumulation 

of fatty acids contributes to an increase in the acidity of rice. Starch cells also become 

hardened, and water absorption rates decrease. Although aged rice has not experienced 

mold or insect infestation, its nutritional value and edible quality have seriously 

declined. Therefore, the development of a convenient and efficient device for inspecting 

rice quality is of great importance for ensuring food security and promoting agricultural 

development. Since rice is rich in nutrients including proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids, 

these nutrients deteriorate with the aging process, generating various volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs), such as aldehydes, alcohols, ketones, etc., contributing to different 

odors. Consequently, odor is an important indicator of the different aging stages of rice. 

With the development of artificial olfactory systems and sensor technology, 

semiconducting metal oxide-based gas sensors have been developed for detecting 

characteristic biomarkers in rice aging. Nevertheless, the reliability of utilizing a single 

gas sensor to determine the rice quality needs to be further enhanced, so sensor arrays 

for the inspection of mixed odors, namely electronic nose (E-nose), have been 

developed. Due to the diversity, complexity, and low concentration of VOCs in rice 

aging, E-nose generally faces bottlenecks including high working temperatures, 

insufficient detection limits, and poor selectivity.  

In order to address the above limitations, efforts should be focused on the aspect 

of the incorporation of oxygen vacancies to significantly elevate the gas-sensing 

performance, represented by the reduction of working temperature and the 

improvement of response, of metal oxide-based gas sensors. Specifically, the 

incorporation of oxygen vacancies is principally accompanied by a series of changes in 

physicochemical properties such as the bond breaking and remodeling, lattice distortion, 

and shifting of Fermi levels. Notably, the existence of highly concentrated oxygen 

vacancies can effectively decrease the bandgap of metal oxides, requiring less energy 

for electron excitation to the conduction band, ultimately resulting in a significant 

decrease in working temperatures. Furthermore, the incorporation of oxygen vacancies 

also induces the stable lattice structure to enter a metastable state due to the loss of 

oxygen atoms, thus increasing the adsorption activity and electron transfer efficiency 
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of metal oxides, displaying the improvement of the sensor response. Accordingly, 

incorporating oxygen vacancies helps to improve the gas-sensing performance of metal 

oxide-based gas sensors in the analysis of biomarkers in rice aging. To explore and 

develop this research field, a thorough investigation of metal oxides with varying 

concentrations of oxygen vacancies, fabricated by different routes, for the detection of 

VOCs in rice aging was performed. This thesis is chiefly organized into five chapters, 

as follows: 

Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction to rice aging, and introduces the 

characteristics of VOCs that greatly contribute to rice aroma profiles. Meanwhile, the 

working principles and applications of an E-nose device as a reliable measurement in 

the inspection of rice quality based on the variation of aroma profiles are summarized. 

Then, the comparisons between E-nose and traditional instrumental methods, such as 

sensory evaluation, physical and chemical indicators, and instrumental analysis, are 

made. Finally, based on the discussions on the challenges and future trends of an E-

nose system for the detection of rice quality, the objectives of this thesis are declared. 

Chapter 2 characterizes the intrinsic properties, such as microstructure, 

morphology, phase composition, and chemical state, of the obtained metal oxides using 

the corresponding equipment. The gas-sensing devices and their operational parameters 

used in detecting standard gases and rice samples are introduced. Then, the gas-sensing 

attributes (i.e., response, selectivity, speed, stability, etc.) of metal oxides towards gas 

molecules are analyzed, providing an assessment of the gas-sensing performance of the 

developed gas sensors. 

Chapter 3 synthesizes non-stoichiometric W18O49 hierarchical nanostructures 

through a simple hydrothermal method utilizing WCl6 as the metal source and methanol 

as the solvent, and investigates the role of Ru incorporation on the microstructure 

evolution and gas-sensing properties of urchin-like W18O49 for the detection of nonanal, 

one of the medium-chain aldehydes generated in rice aging. Finally, two types of rice 

(japonica rice and indica rice) stored at different temperatures (25, 50, and 75 ℃) are 

utilized to verify the practicability of the 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49-based gas sensor. 

Chapter 4 regulates electronic structures and surface chemical states of CeO2 

nanowires, synthesized through a one-step hydrothermal route utilizing CeCl3 as the 

metal source and deionized water as the solvent, and subsequently annealed under 

different controlled atmospheres (air, Ar, and 5%H2+95%Ar). Then, the influence of 

post-treatment on microstructure evolution and gas-sensing performance of CeO2-x for 

the detection of linalool, one of the alcohols generated by the further breakdown of 

aldehydes in rice aging, is investigated. Finally, two varieties of rice (japonica rice and 

indica rice) stored for various periods (1, 3, 5, 7, 15, and 30 days) are employed for the 

practicability of the sample annealed under the environment (5%H2+95%Ar) with 
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strong reducibility. 

Chapter 5 modulates the heterostructure configuration and oxygen vacancy in 

ZnO/ZnSnO3 through solution precursor plasma spray (SPPS) utilizing Zn(NO3)2 and 

SnCl4 with a molar ratio of 1:1 as the metal sources and the deionized water as the 

solvent. Then, the impacts of hydrogen flow on the microstructure evolution and gas-

sensing properties of ZnO/ZnSnO3 heterojunctions for the detection of 2-undecanone, 

one of the ketones derived from the oxidative degradation of unsaturated fatty acids in 

rice aging, are investigated. At last, the practical experiments of the developed gas 

sensor directly fabricated with the hydrogen flow of 3 L/min are verified by two kinds 

of rice (indica rice and japonica rice) stored for different periods (1, 3, 5, 7, 15, and 30 

days). 

Finally, the conclusions and perspectives for future work are presented. 
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Chapter 1 Background 

1.1 Rice aging 

Rice, being a widely cultivated grain and one of the most important staple foods, 

is consumed by more than half of the world’s population [1, 2], particularly in Asia, 

Africa, and South American regions. As a dominant source of carbohydrates, rice plays 

a significant role in providing basic energy and essential nutrients for consumers [3]. 

Therefore, rice quality is directly related to human health. Currently, the global grain 

output stands at 2.82 billion tons, leading to a substantial increase in grain crop reserves. 

However, during market circulation, varying storage conditions (i.e., temperature, 

pressure, humidity, etc.) can cause rice quality to deteriorate [4]. 

During storage or circulation, rice undergoes changes in sensory quality, chemical 

compositions, and physicochemical properties [5], contributing to various flavors, 

colors, and compositions [6, 7], collectively known as the aging process [8, 9]. 

Compared to fresh rice, aged rice exhibits different characteristics, including sensory 

quality such as hardness, viscosity, and aroma [7, 10-11], pasting properties [12, 13], 

physicochemical compositions [14], and even hygienic issues [1]. Among these 

characteristics, the aroma profiles of rice, which consist of various volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs), are key criteria for assessing rice quality and internal properties, 

with their content indicating the degree of aging [15, 16]. Changes in rice aroma profiles 

directly affect sensory quality, as the content of these compounds is associated with 

alternations in nutritional compositions and culinary quality, ultimately influencing 

consumer acceptance or rejection. Baietto and Wilson observed a strong correlation 

between flavor and rice quality, attributing it to the varied scents that align with 

consumer preferences [17]. Consequently, there is an urgent need for fast, reliable, and 

useful technology to monitor the aging process and evaluate rice quality based on 

changes in aroma contents. Moreover, by utilizing those aroma analyses, rice-producing 

enterprises can employ suitable techniques, such as high hydrostatic pressure [18, 19], 

and superheating [20], to effectively preserve rice quality. Nevertheless, the evaluation 

of rice quality still predominantly relies on individual preference, assessed primarily 

through visual examination and subjective satisfaction [21]. Therefore, the research and 

development of new instrumental methods for evaluating the aging process are crucial 

for inspecting rice quality, and remain a significant concern for agricultural industrials 

and consumers. 

As a feasible and effective device, the electronic nose (E-nose), also known as an 

odor scanner, consists of an array of gas sensors, signal preprocessing algorithms, and 
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pattern recognition methods. By utilizing specific sensors with high responsiveness to 

measured volatiles and employing appropriate pattern recognition methods, the E-nose 

rapidly identifies aroma profiles in samples [22, 23]. Manufactured with the capability 

to serve as a detection tool, the E-nose holds promise for determining the VOCs 

generated during the aging of stored rice. E-nose devices effectively classify gas 

mixtures related to the physiology, chemical, and physicochemical performance of the 

product, distinguishing key components responsible for rice aging from a large number 

of VOCs [24]. Since its inception in 1982, E-nose technology has undergone significant 

advancements and continuous improvement, spanning from technological 

enhancements to breakthroughs in the market [25]. Numerous studies investigating the 

application of E-nose devices for agricultural food quality inspection have been 

conducted. They are extensively used across various domains, including dairy [26], 

forestry [27], medical and pharmaceutical fields [28, 29]. Furthermore, an investigation 

conducted by Rahimzadeh et al. revealed that the rice aging process could be effectively 

characterized using an E-nose device equipped with seven commercial metal oxide 

semiconductor (MOS)-based gas sensors [30]. Utilizing appropriate pattern recognition 

methods and artificial neural networks, this E-nose system accurately classifies the 

storage time of rice samples. They also conclude that this detection system could serve 

as an effective method for monitoring the aging process of rice. 

Rice aging significantly impacts its end-use quality by exhibiting off-flavor 

sensory qualities. Consequently, monitoring the characteristic VOCs that affect rice 

quality plays a crucial role in enhancing the market share of rice and fostering the rapid 

development of the agricultural economy. To date, numerous scholars and researchers 

have conducted extensive experiments to identify the most abundant characteristic 

compounds, assessing the degree of rice aging using various E-nose devices coupled 

with advanced analysis methods. In this chapter, the typical VOCs and their content 

changes during the aging process of stored rice are first introduced. Aside from that, 

the utilization of E-nose equipment for determining these VOCs, such as 2-acetyl-1-

pyrroline, aldehydes, heterocyclic compounds, alcohols, phenols, and ketones, is 

summarized, and the drawbacks of E-nose technology employed in analyzing rice 

quality are also highlighted. Furthermore, a comparison between E-nose and other 

traditional instrumental evaluation methods (i.e., gas-chromatography (GC), mass 

spectrometry (MS), high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), etc.) is provided. 

Finally, the challenges and future research trends related to the application of E-nose 

devices for rice quality inspection are discussed. 
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1.2 VOCs in rice aging 

 

Fig. 1.1 Schematic illustration of rice aging at cellular and molecular level [6]. 

Rice is rich in protein (8%), lipids (1.5%), carbohydrates (75%), and other nutrient 

substances. Due to changes in external storage conditions and the activities of enzymes, 

these nutrients undergo degradation [31]. Extensive investigations have revealed that 

lipids undergo the most significant changes in the aging process, followed by proteins 
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and carbohydrates. The transformations in lipids are primarily attributed to hydrolysis 

and oxidation processes [32]. Hydrolysis results in the production of free fatty acids 

and the development of a rancid taste. Meanwhile, oxidation initially converts 

unsaturated fatty acids into hydroperoxides, and subsequently forms carbonyl 

compounds like aldehydes and ketones [33]. While the content of proteins in rice 

remains constant during storage, there are changes in its physicochemical properties. 

Chemical bond alterations, peptide modifications, and changes in protein solubility 

contribute to a decrease in protein solubility and a corresponding reduction in rice 

viscosity during storage [34]. The color and aroma of rice undergo significant changes, 

leading to a considerable decrease in its commercial value. Fresh rice exhibits a bright, 

translucent, and glossy appearance, while aged rice becomes darker and may exhibit 

increased chalkiness. The aroma of fresh rice is delicate, whereas aged rice emits a 

rancid flavor due to the deterioration. It is reported that the existence of aldehydes is a 

predominant factor contributing to the formation of off-flavors during storage, with 

some sulfide and furan compounds being associated with rice aging [35]. Furthermore, 

the sensory quality of aged rice undergoes a series of changes, primarily characterized 

by increased hardness and diminished palatability. These alterations collectively 

contribute to a decline in rice quality. 

During the aging process, the nutritional components and sensory qualities of rice 

undergo deterioration, leading to the generation of numerous VOCs. These VOCs 

comprise chemical compositions derived from the combination of rice samples and 

flavor. As demonstrated in Fig. 1.1, rice aging is a complicated process, causing 

structural changes in rice that contribute to the formation of characteristic VOCs. These 

changes in functional properties also affect rice pasting, thermal, and cooking 

characteristics. Due to their instability, nutrient substances such as carbohydrates, lipids, 

and proteins decompose into over 300 types of VOCs during aging, contributing to 

different rice aroma profiles [2, 18, 36]. Tab. 1.1 outlines the major VOCs formed 

through the hydrolysis or oxidation of nutrients in rice aging. Representative VOCs 

generated during rice aging include alcohols, aldehydes, heterocyclic compounds, acids, 

etc. During storage or processing, lipid oxidation is a critical pathway for the formation 

of off-flavor compounds, with aldehydes serving as characteristic VOCs in rice aging. 

Hexanal and octanal, termed to be indicators for lipid oxidation in black rice, are also 

noteworthy in this context. Generally, once storage conditions including temperature 

and humidity are suitable, microorganisms proliferate rapidly, leading to the production 

of mycotoxins by molds during their metabolic processes. This microbial activity 

contributes to a significant increase in the concentration of certain VOCs (i.e., acids, 

aldehydes, nitrogen heterocyclic compounds, etc.), ultimately leading to the formation 

of undesirable odors [38]. 
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Tab. 1.1 VOCs generated in rice aging. 

Sources VOCs Ref. 

Carbohydrates Alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic acid [37] 

Lipids Aldehydes, acids [38] 

Proteins Ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, ethyl mercaptan [18] 

Moreover, environmental circumstances, including vacuum level, temperature, 

and moisture, play a significant role in the rice aging process. Liu et al. utilized principal 

component analysis to explore changes in the volatile content of three rice varieties 

stored under 90% relative humidity at varying vacuum levels (0, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 

kg/cm2) [39]. They observed a correlation between the concentration of VOCs and 

vacuum level during rice aging. Additionally, storage temperature and duration are 

crucial factors affecting the rate of rice quality deterioration. Prolonged storage at 

elevated temperatures contributes to a decline in nutritive substances and culinary 

quality, and an increase in unpleasant odors [40]. Choi et al. identified volatiles in black 

rice stored at temperatures of 25 and 35 ℃, respectively [41]. They found that samples 

stored at 25 ℃ for 6 months did not exhibit significant increases, while those stored at 

35 ℃ for 1 month showed a significant rise in content. This was primarily attributed to 

the effective inhibition of enzyme catalytic reactions at low temperatures, resulting in 

a slower deterioration rate of rice aroma profiles. Generally, storing rice at lower 

temperatures is more suitable for preserving desirable aroma profiles. Furthermore, 

Champagne et al. reported a significant increase in the aroma profiles of paddy rice 

when stored at high moisture levels for 48 hours [42]. They emphasized that the 

optimum moisture range for maintaining rice aroma quality during storage fell between 

17% and 21%. Above all, changes in external storage conditions have a significant 

impact on various aspects of rice quality, encompassing nutritional components, eating 

quality, appearance, etc. These changes seriously affect the purchase intention of 

individual consumers and do not conform to the green and healthy life concept. The 

aging process diminishes both the edible and commercial value of rice. Consequently, 

the detection of rice aging holds important practical significance, enabling timely 

interventions to maintain and enhance rice quality for consumers. 

Identifying and discriminating the most abundant representative VOCs that 

contribute to aroma profiles is crucial in assessing rice quality during storage. Due to 

complex chemical reactions among various VOCs and numerous influencing factors 

such as genetics, planting, processing and storage, rice aging is quite a complex process 

[43]. Quality analysis of aged rice predominantly relies on the comprehensive 

assessment of diverse characteristic VOCs rather than focusing on just one or two 

varieties [44]. Tab. 1.2 summarizes several rice varieties and their major VOCs 
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identified throughout the aging process, as determined by various instrumental 

measurements. In general, VOCs consist of multiple chemical components derived 

from the aging of rice during storage. Each type of rice possesses distinctive aroma 

profiles manifested in the form of a gas mixture. Aldehydes, alcohols, ketones, and 

heterocyclic compounds emerge as the most representative compounds among the 

identified VOCs. These characteristic VOCs in rice aging include aromatic, oxygen-

containing, sulfur, and nitrogen groups. The intensity of the aromatic group in rice is 

closely associated with unsaturated bonds and alkane chain length. 

1.3 Application of E-nose for inspecting rice quality 

Thorough discrimination of VOCs plays a significant role in the evaluation of rice 

quality. The emergence of the E-nose offers a novel approach to assessing rice quality. 

Designed to simulate the human olfactory system, the E-nose is an “intelligent” device 

[22, 52]. Its origin dates back to the pioneering work of Persaud and Dodd, who 

employed a sensor array consisting of three SnO2-based gas sensors to simulate the 

mammalian olfactory system [53]. They successfully analyzed 21 types of VOCs, 

including amyl acetate, ethanol, ether, valeric acid, lemon oil, and vanillin isobutyrate. 

Since then, E-nose has been continuously used to explore the types and concentrations 

of simple organic or inorganic gases, determine the varieties and origins of tobacco, 

coffee, and wine, and monitor air quality.  

Commercially available E-nose was introduced in 1993, and recent advancements 

have focused on achieving cost-effective and non-destructive testing. Using odor-

sensing materials, E-nose devices can classify changes in VOCs among different rice 

varieties based on their unique aroma patterns. Comprising various data processing 

methods and predictive models, E-nose devices hold significant potential for 

applications in rice quality inspection [54]. Depending on the working principle, sensor 

arrays can be classified into MOS, conductive polymer, solid electrolyte, and 

photoionization [55, 56]. Tab. 1.3 demonstrates common models of E-nose devices 

applied for rice quality assessment, with mature products including the Fox series from 

Alpha MOS Company in France and the PEN series from Airsense Company in 

Germany. E-nose equipment mainly consists of an array of sensors and an integrated 

data analysis algorithm, similar to the working principle of traditional analytical 

methods. MOS-based sensor arrays are the most commonly used, and the principal 

component analysis (PCA) method is frequently employed for accurately analyzing the 

results obtained from sensor responses. 
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Tab. 1.2 Typical VOCs identified in the aging of different rice varieties. 

Note: HS, head space; SPME, solid phase micro-extraction; GC, gas-chromatography; MS, mass spectrometry; FID, flame ionized detector. 

Sample Type Special VOCs Main VOCs Method Condition Ref. 

Japonica 

rice 
74 

nonanal, hexanal, heptanal, 2,4-decadienal, 1-octen-3-ol, 2-nonanaol, 1-

heptanol, 6,10-dimethy-5, 2-heptanone 
aldehydes, alcohols ketones, 

heterocycles, esters, alkanes, alkenes, 

arenes 

SPME-

GC/MS 

Hydrostatic high 

pressure 

pretreatment 

[45] 
Jasmine 

rice 
71 nonanal, 2-nonenal, 1-octen-3-ol, 1-octanol, 2-octen-2-one, 2-heptanone 

Basmati 

rice 
88 

2-undecaone, 2-heptanone, 1-octen-3-ol, linalool, nonanal, pentanal, nonane, 

dodecane, allylcyclohexane, 7-tetradecene, 1-(1H-Pyrrol-2-yl) ethanone, ethyl 

hexanoate, methyl 2-aminobenzoate, 2-pentylfuran 

ketones, alcohols, aldehydes, alkanes, 

alkenes, heterocycles, esters, furans 

HS-SPME-

GC/MS 
Long-term storage [46] 

White rice 59 
hexanal, nonanal, 2-nonanone, ethanol, 1-hexanol, ethyl hexadecanoate, 2-

pentylfuran, 1,4-xylene, toluene, 4-vinyl-2-methoxyphenol 
aldehydes, ketones, alcohols, esters, 

furans, hydrocarbons, phenols, and 

lactones 

GC-MS Fermentation [47] 
Brown 

rice 
68 

nonanal, benzaldehyde, 2-heptanone, 3-octen-2-one, 1-octen-3-ol, 1-octanol, 

methyl hexadecanoate, hexadecane, 2-pentylfuran, benzothiazole 

Indica rice - hexanal, 1-hexanol, nonanal, 2-nonenal, benzyl alcohol, guaiacol, 2-octenal aldehydes, alcohols, phenols 
HS-SPME-

GC-FID 
Temperatures [48] 

Black rice 54 
nonanal, hexanal, 2-undecanone, 2-heptanone, 1-octen-3-ol, methyl hexanoate, 

methyl myristate, (3E)-3-ethyl-2-methyl-1,3-hexadiene, phenol, guaiacol 

aldehydes, ketones, alcohols, acids, 

esters, olefins 

HS-SPME-

GC/MS 

Milling and long-

term storage 
[41] 

White rice 29 
heptane, 1-octen-3-ol, hexanal, 2-undecaone, isopropyl formate, ethylbenzene, 

phenylacetaldehyde, dimethyl trisulfide 

alkanes, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, 

furans, esters, phenols 
GC-MS Temperature [49] 

African 

rice 
41 

nonanal, hexanal, linalool, 1-octen-3-ol, 2-decanone, (E)-2-octenal, 2-

pentylfuran, acetophenone, 2-heptanone, limonene 

aldehydes, alcohols, ketones, furans, 

phenols 
GC/MS Temperature [50] 

Aromatic 

rice 
79 

nonanal, hexanal, 2-undecanone, pentadecane, 3-methylundecan, 1-octen-3-ol, 

2-pentylfuran, n-hexadecanoic acid methyl ester, 3,4-dimethoxytoluene 

Aldehydes, ketones, alkanes, alcohols 

furans, acids, toluenes, 2-AP 

SPME-

GC/MS 
Temperature [51] 
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Tab. 1.3 Application of E-nose device for rice quality assessment. 

Sample Sensor Model Number Analysis Ref. 

Jasmine rice MOS FOX 3000 12 
PCA, LDA, 

SVM. PLS 
[57] 

Brown rice 

MOS FOX 300 12 PCA [58] 

CP Cyranose-320 32 PCA, CDA [59] 

MOS PEN 3 10 
PCA, KNN, 

PNN, SVM 
[60] 

Jasmine rice MOS - 8 PCA, SVM, BP [61] 

Indica rice 

MOS PEN 3 10 PCA, LDA [62] 

MOS - 10 
PCA, LLE, 

SVM, KNN 
[63] 

Japonica rice 
MOS, 

MOSFET 
- 23 PCA [64] 

Domsiah rice MOS - 7 
PCA, BP, RBF, 

LVQ 
[30] 

Milled rice MOS FOX 2.0 18 PCA [65] 

Note: MOS, metal oxide semiconductor; CP, conductive polymer; MOSFET, metal-oxide-

semiconductor field-effect transistor; PCA, principal component analysis; KNN, k-nearest 

neighbor; PNN, probabilistic neural network; SVM, support vector machine; CDA, canonical 

discriminant analysis, LDA, linear discriminant analysis; PLS, partial least squares; BP, back 

propagation; LLE, locally linear embedding; RBF, radial basis function; LVQ, learning vector 

quantization. 

 

1.3.1 Working principle 

In the realm of rice quality, VOCs possess a unique characteristic that makes them 

valuable for both quality deterioration assessment and identification. Consequently, E-

nose equipment can be extensively employed in evaluating changes in rice quality by 

identifying the characteristic VOCs [66]. The critical component of an E-nose device is 

its detection unit composed of sensor arrays [67]. In this regard, characteristic VOCs 

adsorb onto the surface of the sensing materials, where they undergo a reaction, causing 

changes in the electrical signal. The types and concentrations of characteristic VOCs 

generated during rice aging process are then obtained based on the analysis of these 

electrical signals. 
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Fig. 1.2 Schematic diagram of E-nose devices for rice quality inspection. (a) Working 

principle of an artificial E-nose and its biological counterpart [68, 72], (b) typical apparatus of 

an E-nose detection system, (c) working cycles of the individual sensor in the detection 

process [30]. 

 

Fig. 1.2 depicts a schematic illustration of an E-nose device for rice quality 

inspection. The E-nose is comprised of three major components, namely the sample 

handling for collecting volatile compounds, the detection unit composed of chemical 

sensor arrays, and the data processing system integrated with a signal processing device 

[68, 69]. The working principle involves electron exchange between the rice aroma and 

the sensing materials. Subsequently, the sensor response is influenced by changes in the 

types and concentrations of VOCs, which are then processed by the signal processing 

system. This process is pivotal for developing highly sensitive gas-sensing materials 

towards the measured gas mixtures. Ultimately, through the utilization of appropriate 

pattern recognition methods (i.e., PCA, PLS, LDA, etc.) and artificial neural networks 

(i.e., BP, RBF, LVQ, etc.), databases are established for the rapid assessment of rice 

aroma flavor substances. After calibration, E-nose equipment can effectively identify 

the aroma during rice aging, leading to the accurate discrimination of rice samples with 

high precision [70-72]. 
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Tab. 1.4 Analysis of VOCs contributed to rice aroma profiles [73]. 

Main VOCs Special VOC Formula Odor 

alkanes 

3-methylundecane C12H26 
cooked vegetable flavor, floral 

aroma 

5-methyltridecane C14H30 
cooked vegetable flavor, floral 

aroma, popcorn scent 

tetradecane C14H30 floral aroma 

pentadecane C15H32 grass odor 

alcohols 

1-octen-3-ol C8H16O mushroom fragrance 

linalool C10H18O 
citrus blossom fragrance, sweet 

scent 

isoamyl alcohol C5H12O fruity flavor 

1-hexanol C6H14O scent of apples 

heptan-1-ol C7H16O sweet and nutty taste 

1-nonanol C9H20O rose wax and fruity aroma 

decan-1-ol C10H22O sweet, floral, and fruity aromas 

2-methylbutan-1-ol C5H12O floral scents 

2-ethyl-1-hexanol C8H18O fragrant tender leaves 

benzyl alcohol C7H8O sweet taste 

aldehydes 

isovaleraldehyde C5H10O malt flavor 

hexanal C6H12O fragrant and fruity aroma 

valeraldehyde C5H10O woody and fruity 

octanal C8H16O citrus 

heptanal C7H14O fruity aroma 

nonanal C9H18O rose and citrus fragrance 

decanal C10H20O sweet, citrus and floral aromas 

benzaldehyde C7H6O bitter almond and cherry fragrance 

phenylacetaldehyde C8H8O cooked vegetable flavor 

furfural C5H4O2 bitter almond flavor 

(2E)-2-octenal C8H14O nutty taste 

(2E)-2-nonenal C9H16O 
fragrances of fat, butter, beans, 

cucumber, and wood 

CIS-4-heptenal C7H12O milk fragrance 

(2E,4E)-deca-2,4-dienal C10H16O fat and waxy odor 

vanillin C8H8O3 vanilla flavor 

isovanillin C8H8O3 popcorn flavor 

ketones 

6-methylhept-5-en-2-one C8H14O lemon fragrance 

6,10-dimethyl-5,9-

undecadien-2-one 
C13H22O floral fragrance 

3-octen-2-one C8H14O orange flavor, herbal fragrance 

3-nonen-2-one C9H16O herbal and floral fragrance 

2-butanone C4H8O acrid odor 

2-heptanone C7H14O pear fragrance 
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2-decanone C10H20O peach fragrance 

2-octanone C8H16O milk, cheese, mushroom fragrance 

3-octanone C8H16O herbal and floral fragrance 

2-undecanone C11H22O cooked vegetable flavor 

butane-2,3-dione C4H6O2 fresh scent 

(+/-)-camphor C10H16O grass odor 

esters 

hexyl formate C7H14O2 fresh scent 

methyl acetate C3H6O2 clear and sweet fragrance 

ethyl acetate C4H8O2 fruity aroma 

butyl acetate C6H12O2 fruity aroma 

butyl propanoate C7H14O2 fruity aroma 

acids 

1-hexanoic acid C6H12O2 

tart flavor n-heptanoic acid C7H14O2 

octanoic acid C8H16O2 

others 

indole C8H7N tar fragrance 

guaiacol C7H8O2 smoky flavor 

4-hydroxy-3-

methoxystyrene 
C9H10O2 putty, spicy, and clove like aromas 

2-AP C6H9NO popcorn fragrance 

2-butylfuran C8H12O nut roasted aroma 

1.3.2 VOCs detection 

As a rapid and non-destructive assessment technology, E-nose holds the potential 

to make substantial contributions to the field of rice quality assessment and 

identification. This section mainly concentrates on recent advances in E-nose for 

quality evaluation and determination of rice samples. Tab. 1.4 illustrates the 

characteristic VOCs, such as alkanes, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, esters, acids and 

others, identified in the process of rice aging. Based on this, the analysis of specific 

compounds including 2-acetyl-1-pyrroline (2-AP), aldehydes, heterocyclic compounds, 

alcohols, and ketones possesses a specific purpose in inspecting rice quality during 

storage and processing. 

1.3.2.1 2-AP 

Nowadays, 2-AP, is considered to be the dominant odorant that greatly contributes 

to rice aroma profiles, with a unique odor similar to nuts and popcorn [36, 74, 75]. It 

has a low odor threshold of 0.1 ng/g in water and 0.02-0.04 ng/L in air [76] and 

contributes a popcorn-like aroma to rice, recognized as the most characteristic VOC for 

distinguishing aromatic rice from non-aromatic varieties. It was suggested that rice 

aroma intensity mainly depended on the 2-AP content which varied among rice 

cultivars. 2-AP content was reported to be 0.3-347 ng/g in Basmati rice. The differences 

in content derived from differences in samples varieties, processing, storage, harvest, 
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and evaluation methods. Despite the ultra-low content of 2-AP in rice, it still can be 

easily perceived by the human olfactory system. Meanwhile, rice aroma profiles are 

believed to be closely related to the changes in 2-AP content among different rice 

varieties. It is reported that the 2-AP content is 100-760 and 0.2-2746 μg/kg in two 

kinds of aromatic rice, respectively [77]. However, with the prolonging of storage time, 

the 2-AP content experiences a significant decrease [78], which is a crucial factor 

contributing to the deterioration of rice aroma profiles. Simultaneously, even rice of the 

same variety grown under the same conditions may have a significant difference in 2-

AP content caused by differences in harvest data and postharvest handling. 

As a polar compound, the volatilization of 2-AP in rice aging is inevitable. 

Therefore, the E-nose can be available for the identification and discrimination of 2-AP. 

This enables the monitoring of the rice aging process and the assessment of its quality. 

Udomkun et al. explored the feasibility of utilizing an E-nose device equipped with 12 

MOS-based gas sensors to classify Pathumthani 1 rice mixed with Khaw Dok Mali 105 

variety at different ratios based on changes in the rice aroma profiles during storage for 

5 months [79]. The PCA method was employed to analyze the sensor responses 

obtained from the detection units. The results revealed that this evaluation method 

exhibited good discrimination of mixed rice samples during storage. Moreover, they 

reported a significant decrease in the content of 2-AP over the storage period, which 

was consistent with the conclusions drawn by Norkaew et al [78]. Nevertheless, even 

under the same cultivated conditions, the 2-AP content in the same rice variety exhibits 

significant variation. This is mainly attributed to different processing methods used to 

maintain rice quality during storage, which plays a crucial role in the changes in rice 

aroma profiles [80]. The influence of the cooling processing method on changes in 2-

AP concentration in cooked rice during storage was investigated by Ma et al [81]. The 

parameters concerning cooling rates used in their work were set to 0.19, 1.27, 1.74, and 

2.88 ℃/min, respectively. They utilized a GC-based E-nose device to investigate the 

aroma profiles and their differences in rice aging. Additionally, the relationships 

between rice aroma profiles and sensor array responses were analyzed using two pattern 

recognition methods (PCA and PLS). The results from the E-nose showed that the 

cooling rate significantly affected the volatilization of the aroma compounds, with a 

higher cooling rate extending the retention of rice aroma profiles. PCA results 

highlighted the substantial contribution of 2-AP to rice aroma profiles, while PLS 

analysis revealed that 2-AP had a significantly positive effect on sensory evaluation at 

lower cooling rates. Accordingly, based on these investigations, it is evident that an E-

nose device, by monitoring changes in 2-AP content, can effectively assess the rice 

aging process and accurately determine its quality. 
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2-AP is considered to be the most characteristic VOC contributing to rice aroma 

profiles, and its content serves as a standard for distinguishing aromatic rice from non-

aromatic ones [18, 82]. However, due to its instability, 2-AP can be lost or regenerated 

during the feature extraction stage in rice quality inspection [83, 84], which has a 

substantial impact on the results obtained from the E-nose. Furthermore, the 

concentration of 2-AP significantly decreases with the prolongation of storage periods. 

Hence, the limit of detection of gas sensor arrays remains a significant challenge for 

rice quality inspection based solely on the 2-AP content. 

1.3.2.2 Aldehydes 

Aldehydes, known to be generated by the oxidation and hydrolysis of lipids, play 

a dominant role in contributing to rice aroma among all categories because of their 

relatively low odor threshold. The levels of aldehydes in rice aging are primarily 

influenced by increased lipase and lipoxygenase activity [62, 85, 86]. Hexanal, one of 

the aldehydes, is derived from the decomposition of linoleic acid and is considered to 

be a major compound in rice aging. With a low odor threshold of 1.1 ng/L in air, hexanal 

is characterized by scents described as green, fruity, and grass (Tab. 1.4). It is 

acknowledged to be an indicator of rice quality deterioration, potentially leading to 

consumer rejection of samples [87]. Furthermore, the content of hexanal in intact rice 

is lower than that in broken rice, mainly due to the greater presence of surface lipids 

and free fatty acids [88]. Meanwhile, a higher concentration of hexanal contributes to 

the development of off-flavor in rice aging. Nonanal, contributing flavor of citrus, 

cucumber, floral, fresh, grass, soapy, fatty, has a low odor threshold of 3.1 ng/L. Octanal, 

with an odor threshold of 0.88 ng/L, contributes to a slightly fruity flavor. It was 

reported that octanal, heptanal, decanal, nonanal, 2-nonenal, and 2-heptanone were 

derived from oleate hydroperoxide decomposition, while hexanal and 2-pentenal were 

produced from linolenate hydroperoxide decomposition. Linoleate decomposition 

resulted in the formation of hexanal, pentanol, pentanal, 2-pentylfuran, and 2-octenal 

[89, 90]. Takemitsu et al. evaluated rice quality by identifying important odor-active 

compounds, represented by nonanal, through GC-olfactometry [22]. Tentatively 

identification was realized by comparing retention index and odor property with 

reference material. Although GC-olfactometry was useful for flavor identification of 

aroma-active compounds from food samples, it was not efficient for the qualitative or 

quantitative analysis of volatiles. 
Combining the advantages of artificial olfactory systems with those of sensory 

description, E-nose could not only realize the detailed sensory analysis of rice odor 

quality, but also achieve quantitative and qualitative evaluation of volatiles. Suzuki et 

al. reported a significant increase in aldehydes, including pentanal and hexanal, with 

the prolongation of the storage period [85]. However, other researchers suggested that 
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the content of aldehydes exhibited a remarkable decrease during storage [15, 91]. 

Furthermore, the concentration of aldehydes is closely related to the storage condition. 

Generally, under storage conditions with high temperature and high humidity, the 

concentration of aldehydes dramatically increases. The concentration of aldehydes in 

two types of aromatic rice under different temperatures (4, 30, and 70 ℃) was 

investigated by Zhao et al [92]. They utilized an E-nose composed of 18 MOS-based 

gas sensors to discriminate aroma changes in rice samples. Through PCA analysis, the 

E-nose successfully identified and classified rice samples with an accuracy of 97%. 

Hexanal emerged as the most characteristic VOC in almost all samples, with its mass 

fraction changing from 5.08% to 40.94%. This change in hexanal concentration served 

as an indicator of rice quality deterioration. Furthermore, under high temperature and 

high humidity conditions, the expressions of lipase and catalase increase and decrease, 

respectively, accelerating the hydrolysis or oxidation of lipids. An experiment 

investigating the role of storage temperature and humidity on the generation of 

aldehydes in paddy rice was conducted by Yuan et al [35]. They accurately 

discriminated exclusive patterns of different aroma compounds using an E-nose 

detector equipped with headspace sampling equipment. This detection device included 

an array of 12 MOS-based gas sensors, and PCA was employed for the analysis of the 

obtained sensor responses. The results revealed that the concentration of aldehydes 

dramatically increased when rice was stored under a higher temperature (37 ℃) and a 

higher humidity (70%RH), leading to an obvious deterioration in rice quality. 

In summary, aldehydes play a significant role as dominant volatile compounds 

contributing to rice aroma profiles, and their concentrations serve as an index for 

monitoring rice aging. Temperature is a crucial factor affecting the concentrations of 

aldehydes, with high temperature accelerating the oxidation rates of lipids. 

Nevertheless, the working temperature of an E-nose typically ranges from 200 to 400 ℃, 

which may have a significant influence on the concentration of aldehydes. The high 

working temperature poses a barrier to the application of E-nose for rice quality 

inspection based on changes in the contents of aldehydes. 

1.3.2.3 Heterocyclic compounds 

Heterocyclic compounds, such as pyrazines, furans, pyridines, pyrroles, thiazoles, 

thiophenes, imidazoles, etc., generated through the Maillard reaction and lipid 

oxidation, are also major contributors to rice aroma, especially in brown rice. Some of 

these compounds, including 2-ethyl-3,5-dimethylpyrazine, 2-pentylfuran, 2-

methylfuran, and 2-acetyl-2-thiazoline, possess relatively low odor thresholds, making 

them important in the formation of exclusive aroma profiles during rice aging [93, 94]. 

With their unique caramel-like scents, furans are generally recognized as the most 

abundant heterocycles. They are generated from the dehydration of carbohydrate-based 
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Maillard reaction, normally contributing to caramel-like odor of heated carbohydrate 

[95]. Furans are also crucial biomarkers for aging discrimination, particularly for 

identifying and classifying long-aged rice [96]. 2-Pentylfuran, which is the most 

significant alkylfuran identified in rice aging, has a characteristic nutty odor in dilute 

concentration and a less pleasant aroma characteristic of soybeans at higher 

concentrations [97]. It was also reported as an odor-active compound in aromatic, non-

aromatic and black rice with floral, fruity, nutty, green, almond, buttery and beany 

aroma [98]. Higher 2-pentylfuran content was found in aromatic rice cultivars than non-

aromatic ones [99]. Additionally, pyrazines, thought to be key VOCs contributing to 

rice aroma profiles, can produce an unpleasant pungent odor and have a characteristic 

roasted nutty flavor relying upon their concentration [97]. 

Research indicates that the roasting process is a powerful and effective technique 

for maintaining rice quality, as it can increase the concentration of heterocycles while 

reducing the types and quantities of hydrocarbons and benzene derivatives [100]. In 

this regard, Shi et al. investigated the changes in VOCs in brown rice aroma profiles 

under various roasting times and temperatures using an E-nose coupled with 12 MOS-

based gas sensors [58]. The results, shown in Fig. 1.3a, highlighted the significant role 

of roasting time in the volatilization and release of aroma compounds in brown rice. 

The PCA image (Fig. 1.3b) indicated that the contribution rate of the two principal 

components was up to 99.695%, signifying that VOCs significantly changed with 

increasing roasting times. Fig. 1.3c illustrates the changes in relative contents and 

varieties of aroma profiles in brown rice roasted at 120 ℃. Eleven types of VOCs were 

identified, with furans and pyrazines being the two dominant compounds with higher 

aroma profiles in brown rice. Moreover, the contents of both furans and thiophenes 

compounds identified at a roasting time of 15 minutes were 5 times higher than those 

at a roasting time set at 60 minutes, primarily due to microstructure changes in the 

roasted brown rice. 

Heterocyclic compounds are crucial components in rice aroma profiles. An E-nose 

system, equipped with some appropriate pattern recognition methods, can effectively 

assess and accurately identify rice quality during storage based on the changes in its 

content. However, the analysis of the obtained results demonstrated in Fig. 1.3c 

suggests that an E-nose can discriminate and quantify a large group of VOCs, but it 

may not specifically identify individual ones. As a result, an E-nose can be employed 

for preliminary inspection and classification of rice quality based on representative 

aroma profiles generated from rice aging. This preliminary assessment can provide 

valuable insights into the overall quality of the rice samples, allowing for further 

targeted analysis if necessary. 
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Fig. 1.3 Response obtained from the sensor array analyzed by (a) radar fingerprint chart and 

(b) principal component analysis, (c) changes in relative contents and aroma types [58]. 

1.3.2.4 Alcohols and phenols 

Alcohols are considered to be one of the characteristic biomarkers formed by the 

hydrolysis of carbohydrates and further decomposition of aldehydes in rice aging [18, 

37]. They are the second most abundant volatiles in cooked white rice, accounting for 

approximately 20.3%, slightly lower than aldehydes [101]. Phenols, on the other hand, 

are generated from the decarboxylation of fatty acids in rice [3, 102]. While some 

alcohols possess relatively high odor thresholds, others, along with most phenols, have 

relatively low odor thresholds, making a significant contribution to the volatile 

compounds in the aroma profiles during aging [81, 103]. Hexanol, derived from the 

oxidation of lipids, is one of the most abundant compounds identified in rice aging. It 

features sweet, herbaceous, and green odors. Higher concentrations of hexanol are also 
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discriminated in Basmati rice compared to non-aromatic rice varieties, indicating a 

potential biomarker for aromatic rice [82, 87]. In addition, research conducted by Lin 

et al. revealed that the concentration of hexanol first increased and then decreased in 

rice samples during storage over a period ranging from 1 to 10 months [38]. This 

fluctuation in hexanol concentration may reflect dynamic changes in the lipid oxidation 

process and other biochemical reactions occurring during rice aging. 

It has been reported that the concentration of alcohols in aromatic rice is higher 

than that in non-aromatic cultivars [104, 105]. Consequently, alcohols, with their 

slightly sweet odor, can serve as a potential standard for classifying aromatic rice from 

non-aromatic ones, especially in Basmati rice. Leveraging the VOCs produced from the 

samples, an E-nose can effectively inspect and classify aromatic rice varieties. Kang et 

al. qualitatively and quantitatively discriminated VOCs in Korean rice aging using an 

E-nose equipped with the partial least-squares regression method [106]. They pointed 

out that fuel alcohols were the characteristic volatiles in aromatic rice cultivars. 

Similarly, Serafico and Sevilla utilized an E-nose composed of 18 MOS-based gas 

sensors with polarities to discriminate Philippine aromatic rice [107]. The statistics 

obtained from the sensor arrays were analyzed through PCA and hierarchical clustering 

analysis (HCA), respectively. Among them, PCA analysis showed that this detection 

instrument classified the samples into various varieties with an accuracy of 95%. HCA 

revealed that all samples were classified into one group. Moreover, sensors exhibited 

high-magnitude responses towards alcohols. In addition, fatty acid values are also major 

biomarkers indicating rice aging [72]. Li et al. comprehensively investigated changes 

in fatty acid contents in rice using an E-nose consisting of 10 MOS-based gas sensors 

[108]. PCA, LDA, and loading analysis results all revealed that saturated fatty acid 

values increased, whereas unsaturated fatty acid reduced in rice aging. 

In this regard, different data processing methods are utilized in the classification 

of aromatic rice cultivars. The accuracy of identifying aromatic rice cultivars using an 

E-nose heavily depends on the chosen data processing methods and prediction models. . 

Therefore, selecting appropriate data processing techniques is crucial for achieving 

precise assessments of rice quality based on the characteristic biomarkers produced 

during rice aging. With the right methods in place, an E-nose can serve as a powerful 

tool for accurately evaluating rice quality. 

1.3.2.5 Ketones 

Ketones, like aldehydes, play a significant role in contributing to the unique aroma 

profiles of rice. These compounds, formed through various processes such as oxidative 

degradation of unsaturated fatty acids or microbial oxidation, contribute to the oveall 

fragrance of rice, often characterized by fruit, floral, herbal, and other pleasant aromas. 

For instance, 2-undecanone, 2-heptanone and 6-methyl-5-hepten-2-one, 3-octanone, 
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and 3-none-2-one are known to contribute to fruit, floral, and herbal aromas in rice (Tab. 

1.4). Studies, such as the one conducted by Dias et al., have identified a variety of 

volatile compounds, including aldehydes and ketones, in aromatic rice using GC-MS 

[51]. These compounds represent a significant portion of the total aroma profile of rice, 

contributing to its characteristic fragrance. For example, aldehydes like pentanal, 

nonanal, octanal, and hexanal, along with ketones like 2-undecaone, 2-dodecanone, 3-

octen-2-one, and 4-hydroxy-4-methyl-2-pentanone, have been found to contribute 

substantially to the overall aroma of aromatic rice. 

The reported increase in ketone content in fragrant rice under high-temperature 

storage aligns with similar changes observed in volatile compounds with increased 

accumulated temperature [92]. This phenomenon may be attributed to thermal 

oxidation or degradation of fatty acids induced by the elevated temperature. Building 

on this observation, Shi et al. conducted a study to investigate the effects of storage 

temperature on ketone content in japonica rice using an E-nose system (FOX 3000, 

France) [109]. They observed a significant increase in volatile ketones, including 2-

undecanone, hexadecane, pentadecane, among others, measured by the E-nose across 

three granaries subjected to temperatures ranging from 65 to 100 ℃. Analysis of the 

radar map indicated that the accumulated temperature led to a higher presence of 

volatile ketones in the rice samples. This increase in ketone content was attributed to 

thermal oxidation or degradation of fatty acids triggered by the rise in storage 

temperature, which was closely associated with microbial volatiles. These findings 

underscore the impact of storage conditions, particularly temperature, on the 

composition of volatile compounds in rice aging, highlighting the potential of E-nose 

technology in monitoring such changes for quality assessment and preservation 

purposes. 

Above all, storage temperature has an essential effect on the contents of volatile 

ketones. High storage temperature accelerates the oxidative degradation of unsaturated 

fatty acids, generating high concentrations of ketones, thus contributing to the 

formation of unique rice aroma profiles. However, as stated in Section 1.3.2.2, E-nose 

systems generally suffer from bottlenecks such as high working temperatures, which 

can significantly increase the contents of ketones. Consequently, this bottleneck limits 

the use of E-nose to effectively inspect rice quality solely based on changes in ketone 

contents. 

1.4 Comparison between E-nose and other evaluation methods 

There are many conventional measurements available for assessing rice quality in 

the aging process, including sensory evaluation with the human nose [110, 111], 

physical and chemical index method [112], qualitative and quantitative analysis of 
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VOCs relying upon instrumental analysis methods such as GC [113], GC-MS [114, 

115], near-infrared spectroscopy SDE [116], and HPLC [117, 118], etc. These 

traditional detection methods have been widely adopted in the analysis of rice quality, 

and some of them have been recognized as standard methods for assessing and 

evaluating rice quality due to their superior accuracy and validity [119, 120].  

Sensory analysis, particularly as a smell assessment method, serves as a direct and 

effective means of evaluating changes in aroma profiles during the inspection of rice 

quality. It offers unique insights into aroma characteristics and is considered to be the 

most intuitive detection method. The human nose has a remarkable response, with a 

limit of detection for one particular molecule around 10-19 mol [121]. This response 

makes sensory evaluation a reliable tool for detecting aroma-active compounds in rice 

aging. Accordingly, the sensory assessment method is mainly utilized for 

discriminating aromatic rice from non-aromatic ones [111]. Nevertheless, sensory 

evaluation performed by skilled panelists is inevitably influenced by external factors, 

such as psychological, and environmental conditions [122]. There are significant 

differences in repeated evaluations and odor responses among different individuals. 

Sensory fatigue can also lead to low classification accuracy and limited assessment 

efficiency over time. In addition, sensory evaluation is highly subjective rather than 

quantitative analysis. Therefore, to enhance the reliability of sensory evaluation, it is 

crucial to train professionals, establish consistent description lexicons, and define 

reference standards for aroma compounds in rice. Specifically, proper training ensures 

that panelists can consistently identify and describe aromas, reducing variability in 

assessment. Besides, creating a standardized vocabulary for describing rice aromas 

helps ensure that evaluations are consistent and comparable across different panelists 

and over time. Moreover, using reference standards allows panelists to calibrate their 

sense of smell against known concentrations of specific aroma compounds, enhancing 

the accuracy and reproducibility of their evaluations. In summary, standardizing the 

evaluation process and improving the overall accuracy of sensory assessment can make 

sensory analysis a more robust tool for rice quality inspection. Despite its challenges, 

sensory evaluation remains indispensable for its direct and nuanced insights into the 

aroma profiles of rice, providing valuable information that complements instrumental 

analysis methods. 

Physical and chemical indicators can directly and objectively reflect the changes 

in rice quality, making this a more in-depth research field. Various physical and 

chemical indices reflecting the degree of rice aging mainly include fatty acid value, 

viscosity, hardness, moisture, protein, and amylose contents. Among them, the free fatty 

acids in rice are produced by the hydrolysis or oxidation of lipids. Changes in lipids are 

considered to be the most obvious changes in the process of rice aging. The value of 

fatty acid is determined by sodium hydroxide titration with ethanol as an extraction 
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agent. This method needs to crush the rice samples into a fine powder to facilitate the 

extraction process, and then the crushed sample is mixed with ethanol to extract the free 

fatty acids. Subsequently, the mixture is the filtered to separate the solid residues from 

the liquid extract containing the fatty acids. Finally, the fatty acid content is measured 

by titrating the ethanol extract with a sodium hydroxide solution until a color change 

indicates the end point. Based on this complicated procedures, there are some problems, 

such as complicated operation (each needing precision and careful handling), strong 

subjectivity (the titration end point is often determined by a color change), a large 

amount of organic reagents (i.e., ethanol and sodium hydroxide), and temperature 

sensitivity (changes in temperature during grinding and extraction), that have a 

substantial impact on the fatty acid value. Given these challenges, there is a need for 

improved methods that can provide more reliable and consistent results with less 

dependency on subjective judgment and environmental conditions. Advances in 

automated titration systems and alternative extraction techniques could help mitigate 

these issues, leading to more accurate assessments of rice quality based on fatty acid 

values. 

Instrumental analysis methods are crucial in detecting the aging process of rice by 

analyzing aroma compounds and establishing correlations with physical and chemical 

indices to reflect changes in rice quality. Despite their accuracy and comprehensive data, 

these detection methods face several challenges including time-consuming, complex 

sample pretreatment, destructive nature, expensive equipment and technical skills, and 

lack of on-site or online evaluation [123]. In detail, instrumental methods often require 

lengthy sample preparation and analysis times, making them impractical for rapid and 

large-scale quality inspections. Moreover, the preparation of samples can be labor-

intensive and involve multiple steps, increasing the potential for errors and variability 

in results. Most importantly, some methods may alter or destroy the sample, making it 

unsuitable for further analysis or use. High costs associated with the equipment and the 

need for skilled operators make these methods less accessible for routine use. Currently, 

traditional sample pretreatment methods employed for the extraction of VOCs in rice 

mainly include steam distillation extraction (SDE), supercritical fluid extraction (SFE), 

headspace adsorption extraction (HSSE), and SPME. Among them, SDE is effective 

for extracting a wide range of VOCs. However, it can lead to the decomposition and 

generation of some VOCs during the feature extraction. Moreover, long extraction 

times make it impractical for large-scale inspection of rice quality in the aging process. 

SFE is an efficient extraction method that preserves the integrity of volatile compounds. 

But it require expensive equipment and skilled operators. Meanwhile, they are limited 

by the expensive equipment together with technical skills [124]. To address these 

challenges, several advancements in sample pretreatment and instrumental analysis, 

such as developing automated and integrated systems for streamline sample preparation 
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and analysis, designing portable and use-friendly devices for on-site and online 

evaluation, enhancing non-destructive methods for preserving samples, and 

implementing comprehensive training programs for operators can be pursued. By 

addressing these challenges, instrumental analysis methods can become more practical 

and widely applicable for routine quality assessments in rice aging. This will enhance 

the ability to monitor and maintain rice quality more effectively, ensuring better 

outcomes for producers and consumers alike. 

These conventional methods, such as sensory evaluation, physical and chemical 

indices, and instrumental analysis, offer high precision and reliability in rice quality 

assessment. However, they come with significant drawbacks, including the need for 

sophisticated equipment, trained personnel, and time-consuming procedures. 

Consequently, there is a growing interest in developing rapid, cost-effective and non-

destructive techniques to complement these traditional methods. With advancements in 

technology, novel sensitive and precision instruments have emerged, facilitating rapid 

and online inspection of rice quality. These modern approaches aim to overcome the 

limitations of traditional methods by offering quicker, more efficient, and non-

destructive analysis. According to the above investigation, the E-nose, with its ability 

to mimic human olfaction and provide quick results, holds promise for routine quality 

control in the rice industry. The E-nose stands out as a valuable alternative to traditional 

detection methods due to several advantages. The E-nose simplifies the analysis process 

by eliminating the need for labor-intensive and complex sample preparation. Compared 

to traditional instruments, the E-nose offers a faster and more straightforward means of 

identifying rice aroma profiles. Moreover, the E-nose is adept at detecting changes in 

the chemical composition during rice aging, making it an effective tool for identifying 

different rice varieties and assessing the degree of aging based on comprehensive aroma 

profiles rather than solely relying on quantitative analysis of VOCs. 

Above all, while conventional methods remain essential for high-precision and 

reliable rice quality assessment, the development and integration of rapid, cost-effective, 

and non-destructive techniques like the E-nose offer significant benefits. The E-nose's 

ability to streamline the analysis process, provide quick results, and detect subtle 

changes in aroma profiles makes it a valuable complement to traditional methods. As 

technology continues to advance, the E-nose and similar innovations hold promise for 

enhancing quality control and ensuring the superior quality of rice products in the 

industry. 

1.5 Conclusions and objectives 

While the development of an E-nose equipped with advanced pattern recognition 

methods and prediction models has shown promising results for rice quality inspection, 
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its application remains primarily in the laboratory stage. Several factors hinder the 

practical deployment of E-noses in the rice industry. The operation of MOS-based gas 

sensors at elevated temperatures (200-400 ℃) leads to the adsorption of VOC 

molecules on the sensor surface. This elevated temperature can cause the decomposition 

of some compounds like aldehydes, which are crucial for accurate aroma profiling. In 

addition, high temperature induce the thermal growth of MOS crystallites, affecting the 

stability and performance of the sensors over time. This can result in unreliable 

measurements and reduced sensor lifespan. Consequently, there is a need to develop 

high-performance MOS-based gas sensors that can reliably detect and monitor 

characteristic VOCs at low working temperatures, especially at room temperature. 

Lower operating temperatures would prevent the decomposition of VOCs and maintain 

sensor stability, thereby enhancing measurement reliability. Meanwhile, a simple sensor 

structure and low power consumption ultimately ensure a potential application for their 

utilization in high-performance gas devices for the analysis of rice quality.  

In this regard, recent research suggests that the incorporation of oxygen vacancies 

can be extensively taken to elevate the gas-sensing performance, represented by the 

reduction of working temperature and the improvement of response, of MOS-based gas 

sensors [125-127]. The generation of oxygen vacancies with different concentrations is 

principally accompanied by a series of changes in physicochemical properties, e.g. 

bond breaking and remodeling, lattice distortion, and shifting of Fermi energy levels. 

Most importantly, the incorporation of oxygen vacancies can effectively decrease the 

bandgap of MOS materials, requiring less energy for electron excitation to the 

conduction band. This leads to a lower operating temperature for effective sensor 

performance. Moreover, oxygen vacancies create a metastable lattice structure by 

disrupting the stable lattice due to the loss of oxygen atoms, which enhances the 

adsorption activity of the sensing materials. The presence of oxygen vacancies 

facilitates better electron transfer efficiency, contributing to a more responsive and 

sensitive sensor. 

Currently, literature reports that gas sensors based on metal oxides such as tungsten 

oxide, cerium oxide, and zinc stannate have been used as one of detection units in E-

nose systems, specifically for detecting aldehydes (i.e., hexanal, octanal, nonanal, etc.) 

[128, 129], alcohols (1-octen-3-ol, linalool, benzyi alcohol, etc.) [130-132], and ketones 

(i.e., 2-butanone, 2-heptanone, 2-undecaone, etc.) [133, 134] as volatile organic 

compounds. However, these biomarkers, characterized by long carbon chains and large 

molecular structures, exist in low concentrations in the gas phase. Consequently, in the 

detection these characteristic biomarkers, these metal oxide-based gas sensors exhibit 

inadequate sensitivity, necessitating high working temperatures and resulting in high 

detection limits in the ppm range. With the above-mentioned strategy in mind, high-

performance gas sensors based on metal oxides can be developed through the 
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corporation of oxygen vacancies. 

Currently, there are two main ways to incorporate oxygen vacancies into MOSs. 

The first method involves directly incorporating oxygen vacancies during the material 

synthesis process by controlling the nucleation and growth stages of crystals. By 

adjusting parameters such as reaction temperature, time, and precursor ratio, the valence 

of metal ions in metal oxides can be regulated, leading to the loss of lattice oxygen. For 

example, Ye et al. synthesized oxygen-vacancy-rich ultrathin W18O49 nanowires up to 

several micrometers in length through a straightforward one-step solution-phase 

method employing tungsten chloride (WCl6) as the metal source and ethanol as the 

solvent [135]. Characterization results revealed the concentration of oxygen vacancies 

in metal oxides could be precisely regulated by adjusting key reaction parameters. The 

second method involves post-treatment of pre-synthesized metal oxide precursors. This 

method typically involves at least two steps. The stoichiometric metal oxides should be 

first synthesized, then the obtained powders are annealed under different atmospheres 

(i.e., hydrogen, argon, etc.) and temperatures, which is the most widely utilized method 

for incorporating oxygen vacancies into MOS. For instance, Wang et al. fabricated 

ZnSnO3 nanowires through a hydrothermal method followed by post-thermal-annealing 

under a hydrogen atmosphere [136]. Theoretical calculations revealed a significant 

decrease in the bandgap of ZnSnO3 with the incorporation of oxygen vacancies. A 

moderated concentration of oxygen vacancies was found to provide more donor sites 

for carriers to occupy in the crystals. While these methods can incorporate oxygen 

vacancies into metal oxides, they still have some drawbacks such as slow particle 

growth and insufficient oxygen vacancies in the crystal structure. This makes it 

challenging to accurately control the concentration of oxygen vacancies and has a 

limited effect on improving the gas-sensing properties of MOS-based gas sensors, 

especially those operating at room temperature. Apart from that, novel technologies 

including solution precursor plasma spray and vacuum plasma spray have recently been 

developed for the efficient deposition of MOS-based gas-sensing coatings with highly 

porous structures and highly concentrated oxygen vacancies. These technologies allow 

precise control over the concentration of oxygen vacancies in metal oxides by adjusting 

key parameters like hydrogen flow and deposition pressure [137-139].  

Based on the inherent characteristics of the above metal oxides, extensive literature 

indicates that hydrothermal, post-treatment and plasma spraying are effective and 

straightforward routes to incorporate oxygen vacancies into tungsten oxide, cerium 

oxide, and zinc stannate, respectively [140-142]. In this thesis, the aforementioned 

methods have been employed for the fabrication of metal oxides with newly designed 

structures and different concentrations of oxygen vacancies to significantly enhance 

their gas-sensing performance, mainly reflected in reducing the working temperature 

and elevating the response, towards various characteristic biomarkers generated in rice 
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aging. This work aims to provide a theoretical and technical foundation for the 

development of high-performance E-nose devices intended for large-scale inspections 

of rice quality throughout the aging process during storage.  
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Chapter 2 Experimental methods 

2.1 Research contents 

With the aforementioned objective, this thesis develops room-temperature gas 

sensors based on metal oxides through a combination of chemical synthesis routes, such 

as hydrothermal methods, and surface modification techniques, including the loading 

noble metals (e.g., ruthenium), the construction of heterojunctions, and structural 

regulation. Subsequently, utilizing relevant characterization methods, the enhanced gas-

sensing performance of the fabricated metal oxide-based gas sensors operating at room 

temperature is thoroughly explored. 

 

Fig. 2.1 Technical approach employed in this thesis. 

The methodology employed in this study is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The initial step 

involves a thorough examination of the E-nose requirements, verifying the viability of 

the research scheme through a comprehensive review of relevant literature. 

Subsequently, the focus shifts to key technologies and methods. This stage prominently 

includes the synthesis of MOSs with diverse morphologies and structures using 

chemical synthesis routes. Furthermore, a range of surface modification strategies are 

employed to enhance the surface characteristics of the synthesized MOSs. These MOSs 

or their precursors are then applied to the sensor substrate using dipping or plasma 

spraying techniques. The objective is to assess the room-temperature gas-sensing 

attributes of the fabricated gas sensors, including response, selectivity, repeatability, 
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stability, in detecting the target odors generated from rice aging. 

2.2 Materials characterizations 

The main instruments utilized in this study are illustrated in Tab. 2.1. 

Tab. 2.1 Main instruments utilized in the experiments. 

Instrument Abbreviation Model Function 

Field emission-scanning 

electron microscope 
FE-SEM S4800 Morphologies 

High-resolution 

transmission electron 

microscopy 

HRTEM 
Tecnai G2 F30 S-

TWIN 
Structures 

X-ray diffraction XRD Bruker D8 Advance 
Phase 

compositions 

X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscope 
XPS ESCALAB250Xi 

Chemical 

states 

Surface analysis and pore 

size analyzer 
BET Autosorb IQ3 

Specific 

surface areas 

Micro infrared 

spectrometer 
FTIR 670-IR + 610-IR 

Functional 

groups 

Ultraviolet/visible/near-

infrared spectrophotometer 
UV-Vis Cary 5000 

Absorption 

spectra 

Raman spectrometer Raman DXRxi 
Composition 

distribution 

2.3 Gas-sensing performance investigation 

The gas-sensing performance of the fabricated gas sensors is investigated using a 

four-channel gas sensing testing instrument (HCRK-SD101, Wuhan Huachuang Ruike 

Technology Co., China) under controlled laboratory conditions with a temperature of 

25±5 ℃ and a relative humidity of 30%±10%. 

2.3.1 Measurement of gas sensors 

2.3.1.1 Detection of VOCs 

The schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.2a. High-

purity air (79%N2+21%O2) is used as the carrier gas. This air is bubbled through the 

VOC liquids to generate the target gas, which is then diluted before being exposed to 

the surface of the metal oxides. The theoretical concentration of the target gas is 
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reported in parts per million (ppm) and calculated using Eq. 2-1 [1, 2]. The 

concentration can be adjusted by varying the flow rates using mass flow controllers 

(MFCs, FS-200CV, Germany). In this setup, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2a, the flow (x) of 

the target gas with a theoretical concentration is controlled by one MFC, while the flow 

(y) of high-purity air (Nanjing Special Gas Factory Co., Ltd., China) is controlled by 

another MFC. The concentration of the target gas in ppm is defined as: theoretical 

concentration*x)/(x+y) [3]. This is achieved by separately adjusting the flows of the 

MFCs. For experiments investigating the effect of relative humidity, an additional flow 

(z) of high-purity air is controlled by another MFC and bubbled through deionized water. 

The relative humidity in % is defined as: z/(x+y+z)*%. By adjusting these flows, the 

desired concentration of the target gas and the relative humidity can be precisely 

controlled during the experiments. 

Concentration (ppm) = 
106×𝑉𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒

760
                                (2-1) 

The vapor pressure in mm Hg of the target VOC utilized in this thesis can be found in 

the Chemical Book [4]. 

2.3.1.2 Detection of rice sample 

As shown in Fig. 2.2b, two rice varieties (japonica rice and indica rice) are 

purchased from a local supermarket in Yangzhou, China. For each test, 30 g of rice 

samples are sealed in a glass bottle with a volume of 50 mL. The storage temperature 

and duration are crucial parameters for evaluating the practical application of the 

fabricated sensors. In this experiment, the temperature of the glass bottle is maintained 

using a thermostat water bath. Subsequently, the testing process is consistent with the 

procedures outlined in Section 2.3.1. High-purity air flows through the sample container, 

and the gas-sensing testing device automatically records the changes in resistance. This 

setup allows for the monitoring of the VOCs emitted from the rice samples. 

 

Fig. 2.2 Schematic illustrations of the gas-sensing testing system for the detection of (a) VOC 

liquid and (b) aroma profiles generated from rice aging. 
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2.3.2 Gas-sensing attributes 

The most important aspects of gas-sensing performance investigation for MOS-

based gas sensors are the 4 “S”, namely response, selectivity, speed (response/recovery 

time), and stability. In addition, other commonly used gas-sensing attributes, including 

the limit of detection (LOD), reproducibility, repeatability, etc., are also discussed in 

this thesis. 

2.3.2.1 Response 

Response, one of the most crucial indicators for MOS-based gas sensors, refers to 

the sensor’s ability to detect the target VOC. In this thesis, metal oxides like W18O49, 

CeO2, and ZnSnO3, which are all n-type MOS, are used to detect target VOCs such as 

nonanal, linalool, 2-undecanone, which are reducing gases. Unless otherwise specified, 

the sensor response in this work is expressed as Ra/Rg, where Ra represents the resistance 

in the purified air, and Rg refers to the resistance after reaching a steady state when 

exposed to an air/VOC mixture. 

2.3.2.2 Selectivity 

Selectivity, also known as cross-sensitivity, refers to the sensor’s ability to 

distinguish the target VOC in complex environments. It is generally expressed by the 

ratio of the sensor response to the target gas and other interfering gases. Due to 

environmental complexity, selectivity is essential for applications tracking multiple 

VOCs, as cross-sensitivity can reduce the repeatability and reliability of sensor devices. 

Ideal gas sensors should exhibit a higher response and superior selectivity toward the 

detected VOC over other interfering gases, including both reducing and oxidizing ones. 

2.3.2.3 Response and recovery times 

Response and recovery times are commonly defined as the time required for the 

sensor’s electrically transduced signals to change to 90% of the saturation value after 

introducing or switching off the target VOC [5]. If the baseline continuously drifts 

significantly or recovery is much lower than 80-90%, the device can be classified as 

unrecoverable, as it fails to meet the repeatability and long-term stability requirements 

for practical applications. 

2.3.2.4 Long-term stability 

Long-term stability is a key factor in demonstrating the reliability of the sensors. 

Researchers generally describe the remaining percentage of gas-sensing performance 

after certain periods. Long-term stability provides information regarding the optimal 

time required for calibration to compensate for gas-sensing performance reduction. 
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2.3.2.5 Repeatability 

The repeatability of a gas sensor serves as a crucial metric for assessing its 

reliability in consistently generating signals when exposed to a specific concentration 

of gaseous analytes. This evaluation involves conducting consecutive performance 

investigations under the same testing conditions. If the results exhibit minimal errors or 

deviations, it indicates that the gas sensor possesses superior repeatability. 

2.3.2.6 Limit of detection 

The limit of detection (LOD) of the sensors can be obtained using the International 

Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) standard method. According to the 

IUPAC, LOD is determined when the signal is over three times the noise level in the 

system based on the equation. Specifically, the standard deviation (σ) obtained by 

testing 100 points without any target gases, and the slope (s) of the linear fitting 

equation are utilized to calculate the theoretical LOD of a sensor based on the equation 

(LOD=3σ/s) [6, 7]. 

2.4 Conclusions 

This chapter introduces the research contents adopted in this study and provides a 

detailed description of the equipment and methods used for characterizing the 

microstructure of gas-sensing materials and investigating the room-temperature gas-

sensing performance of the developed sensors. Finally, the gas-sensing attributes (i.e., 

response, selectivity, speed, stability, etc.) are evaluated to assess the sensor’s 

performance. 
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Chapter 3 One-pot hydrothermal synthesis of Ru-loaded urchin-

like W18O49 hierarchical nanostructures for nonanal detection 

3.1 Introduction 

As stated in Section 1.3.2.2, nonanal, a medium-chain aldehyde, is produced from 

the oxidation and hydrolysis of lipids during rice aging [1, 2]. Its concentration serves 

as a valuable indicator of rice quality. Developing sensors for nonanal sensing is crucial 

due to their potential applications in assessing the quality of rice. Nonanal is considered 

a selective biomarker for inspecting rice quality [3, 4]. The concentration of nonanal 

increases as fatty acid oxidize with aging [5], making the determination of nonanal 

content an ideal method for assessing rice quality.  

Due to their advantages of simple operation, fast response, and high cost-

effectiveness [6-8], metal oxide semiconductors, such as SnO2 [9] and WO3 [10], are 

widely employed as sensing materials for the analysis of nonanal. Among them, 

tungsten oxides are classified into stoichiometric WO3 and nonstoichiometric WO3-x. 

Compared to WO3, sub-stoichiometric WO3-x has garnered special attention due to its 

excellent physicochemical stability and extensive oxygen vacancies [11, 12]. Among 

the reported WO3-x variants, W18O49 can exist in a pure and stable state form [13, 14], 

making it a promising gas-sensing material. However, W18O49-based gas sensors often 

exhibit limitations, including low response, high operating temperatures, and 

insufficient detection limit for the target gas, hindering their further development in the 

analysis of rice quality [15-17]. To dramatically improve the gas-sensing performance 

of pure W18O49, various optimization strategies, such as novel structure design [15, 18], 

composite formation [16, 19], and noble metal loading [20], have been widely adopted. 

Nevertheless, it is reported that gas sensors based on these materials generally operate 

at elevated temperatures ranging from 200 to 400 ℃. Xu et al. pointed out that the 

storage temperature is a crucial factor affecting nonanal content because the sensor 

response remains proportional to rice aging [21]. Consequently, to accurately detect 

changes in nonanal content, the gas sensor should be operated at room temperature, 

which helps prevent the degradation of gas sensors and the decomposition of the target 

gas molecules. However, sensors typically show low response at room temperature, 

limiting their application in the inspection of rice quality. In addition, most gas sensors 

based on MOSs are not highly sensitive to nonanal because of its chemical inertness, 

particularly at room temperature. 

In this chapter, ruthenium (Ru)-loaded urchin-like W18O49 hierarchical 

nanostructures with highly concentrated oxygen vacancies and higher specific surface 
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areas are synthesized through a one-step hydrothermal method followed by calcination. 

The unique urchin-like morphology provides abundant adsorption sites for redox 

reactions, along with additional catalytic sites, enhancing the material’s gas-sensing 

capabilities. It is anticipated that the Ru-loaded W18O49 will demonstrate superior room-

temperature gas-sensing properties towards nonanal compared to pure W18O49. The 

incorporation of Ru is primarily responsible for these enhanced gas-sensing properties, 

enabling the detection of nonanal at ppm levels. During storage or market circulation, 

indica rice and japonica rice tend to deteriorate in sensory quality, leading to undesirable 

aroma profiles. Hence, the practicability of the optimal gas sensor in evaluating rice 

quality is tested by storing rice samples at different temperatures (25, 50, and 75 ℃). 

This approach aims to assess the sensor’s effectiveness in monitoring the quality of rice 

over time under various storage conditions. 

3.2 Experimental details 

3.2.1 Chemicals 

All chemicals used in this study are analytical reagents, and they are directly used 

without further purification. Detailed information regarding the formula, purity, and 

manufacturer is illustrated in Tab. 3.1. 

Tab. 3.1 Chemical reagents used in this chapter. 

Chemicals Formula Manufacturer Purity 

Tungsten chloride WCl6 

Shanghai Aladdin 

Biochemical Technology Co., 

Ltd. 

99% 

Ruthenium chloride 

anhydrous 
RuCl3 

Beijing Warwick Chemical 

Co., Ltd. 
Ru 47% 

Methanol CH3OH 

Shanghai Aladdin 

Biochemical Technology Co., 

Ltd. 

99.5% 

Nonanal C9H18O 

Shanghai Aladdin 

Biochemical Technology Co., 

Ltd. 

96% 

3.2.2 Synthesis of Ru-loaded urchin-like W18O49 hierarchical nanostructures 

Ru-loaded urchin-like W18O49 hierarchical nanostructures with highly 

concentrated oxygen vacancies were synthesized using a straightforward hydrothermal 

method followed by calcination treatment, as schematically demonstrated in Fig. 3.1. 
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In brief, 0.375 g of tungsten hexachloride (WCl6) was dispersed in 80 mL methanol. 

The mixture was stirred continuously at room temperature to form a homogeneous 

solution. To incorporate Ru into the W18O49 nanostructures, varying amounts of 

ruthenium chloride (RuCl3) were added to the WCl6 solution. The mass percentage of 

Ru relative to W18O49 were set at 0.0%, 0.5%, 1.0%, and 2.0%, respectively. The mixed 

solutions were vigorously stirred for 1 hour. Subsequently, each solution was 

transferred into a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave with a volume of 100 mL. The 

autoclaves were then subjected to a hydrothermal reaction at 160 ℃ for 24 hours. After 

the hydrothermal reaction, the autoclaves were allowed to cool naturally to room 

temperature. The resulting solid precipitates were collected by centrifugation at 4000 

rpm, followed by rinsing alternately with distilled water and absolute ethanol three 

times. The cleaned solid powders were dried using a vacuum freeze dryer for at least 

36 hours. The dried powders were then annealed at 300 ℃ for 2 hours in a nitrogen 

atmosphere, with a heating rate of 2 ℃/min, to obtain the Ru-loaded W18O49 powders. 

The synthesized powders were labeled based on the Ru content as follows: 0.0%Ru-

W18O49, 0.5%Ru-W18O49, 1.0%Ru-W18O49, and 2.0%Ru-W18O49, respectively. 

 

Fig. 3.1 Synthesis procedures of Ru-loaded urchin-like W18O49 hierarchical nanostructure-

based gas-sensing materials. 

3.2.3 Fabrication and measurement of gas sensors 

The alumina sensor substrates (dimensions: 6x30 mm), which were screen-printed 

with platinum (Pt) electrodes, were cleaned using deionized water and ethanol. The gap 

between the gear-shaped electrodes was 0.42 nm. The synthesized Ru-loaded W18O49 

powders were mixed with deionized water and ground to create a uniform paste. The 

homogeneous paste was then used to coat the surfaces of the cleaned sensor substrates 
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via a dip-coating process. After complete drying, the coated substrates were placed 

inside a testing chamber to dry and prepare for gas-sensing performance evaluations. In 

this study, nonanal was selected as the target gas, and its theoretical concentration was 

calculated by Eq. 2-1, where the vapor pressure of nonanal at 25 ℃ is 0.26 mm Hg [22]. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Structural characterization 

 

Fig. 3.2 (a) XRD patterns of pure and 0.5%-2.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 hierarchical 

nanostructure-based gas-sensing materials, (b) the slow scan of (010) peak. 

The phase compositions of pure and Ru-loaded W18O49 (with Ru loading varying 

from 0.5% to 2.0%) were characterized using XRD equipment, as shown in Fig. 3.2. 

The results indicate a monoclinic-type microstructure of W18O49 [23], consistent with 

previous studies. According to the Jade 6.0 analysis, the XRD spectra of all samples 

exhibit two intense diffraction peaks corresponding to the (0 1 0) and (0 2 0) crystal 

planes (JCPDS No. 05-0392). These planes are identified as the primary peaks in the 

spectra, while other peaks are much weaker and contribute to broad diffraction peaks. 

The (0 1 0) crystal plane is particularly noted as the strongest peak, indicating that the 

primary growth direction of the W18O49 crystals is [0 1 0] [14]. These observations are 

further confirmed by lattice fringe measurements obtained from subsequent HRTEM. 

The incorporation of Ru into W18O49 does not alter the monoclinic structure, as no new 

diffraction peaks appear. This suggests that Ru is homogeneously incorporated into the 

W18O49 matrix. The XRD spectra reveal a rightward shift in the diffraction peaks after 

Ru incorporation (Fig. 3.2b), which is indicative of lattice defects within the sample. 

Furthermore, the crystallite sizes (D) were calculated using the Debye-Scherrer 

equation (Eq. 3-1). The results, summarized in Tab. 3.2, show that the 1.0%Ru-loaded 

W18O49 has the smallest crystallite size compared to the other samples. As the Ru 

loading increases beyond 1.0%, the crystallite size also increases, indicating that an 
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optimal amount of Ru incorporation can effectively inhibit the growth of W18O49 

nanocrystals during hydrothermal synthesis. 

D = (0.89×λ)/(β×cosθ)                                               (3-1) 

Where λ is the X-ray wavelength of the equipment in nm (0.15408 nm), β is the peak 

width at a half maximum in radian, and θ is the diffraction angle in radian. 

 

 

Fig. 3.3 FE-SEM images of (a) pure W18O49, (b) 0.5%Ru-loaded W18O49, (c) 1.0%Ru-loaded 

W18O49, (d) 2.0%Ru-loaded W18O49, (e) the formation mechanism of Ru-loaded urchin-like 

W18O49 hierarchical nanostructures. 

 

Tab. 3.2 Crystallite size of pure and 0.5%-2.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 hierarchical nanostructures. 

Sample 0.0%Ru 0.5%Ru 1.0%Ru 2.0%Ru 

Size/nm 13.35 12.09 9.9 11.20 
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TEM was utilized to analyze the microstructure of the synthesized pristine and 

1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49. The TEM morphologies of pure W18O49 and 1.0%Ru-loaded 

W18O49, shown in Figs. 3.4a and 3.4c respectively, are consistent with the morphologies 

observed by FE-SEM. The HRTEM images reveal a lattice fringe spacing of 0.378 nm 

for pure W18O49 (Fig. 3.4b), which corresponds to the (0 1 0) crystal plane. This 

confirms that the preferential growth direction of pure W18O49 is [0 1 0] [25], in 

agreement with the XRD analysis. For the 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49, the lattice fringe 

spacing is observed to be 0.369 nm (Fig. 3.4d), which is smaller than that of pure 

W18O49. This reduction in lattice fringe spacing indicates the successful incorporation 

of Ru into the W18O49 structure, as evidenced by the shift in the diffraction peak seen 

in the XRD analysis (Fig. 3.2b). Besides, elemental analysis through EDX spectroscopy 

(Figs. 3.4f-3.4h) confirms the presence of W, O, and Ru in the 1.0% Ru-loaded W18O49 

sample, and subsequent EDX mapping shows that all these elements are evenly 

distributed throughout the 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 hierarchical nanostructures, 

suggesting a uniform incorporation of Ru within the W18O49 matrix. 

 

Fig. 3.4 TEM and HRTEM images of (a, b) pure W18O49, (c, d) 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49, (e) 

high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscope image of 1.0%Ru-

loaded W18O49, (f-h) EDS mapping of W, O, and Ru elements. 

 

The representative Raman spectra for the samples (Fig. 3.5a) indicate that the 

spectra are consistent with typical monoclinic W18O49, showing no shift with varying 

amounts of Ru loading. Characteristic peaks at 706 and 804 cm-1 are attributed to the 

W-O stretching mode. For the 0.5%-2.0%Ru-loaded W18O49, the Raman peaks shift 

towards lower wavenumbers compared to pure W18O49. This shift is associated with the 

reduced crystallite size of W18O49 after Ru incorporation. The N2 adsorption and 

desorption isotherms of pure W18O49, 1.0% Ru-loaded W18O49 and 2.0%Ru-loaded 

W18O49 (Fig. 3.5b) correspond to type Ⅲ isotherms. The specific surface area of 
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1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 is significantly higher at 94.2 m2/g, nearly double that of pure 

W18O49 (47.1 m2/g). Pore size distribution curves indicate that the pore diameters for 

pure and 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 are 3.3 nm and 3.7 nm, respectively, both classified 

as mesoporous structures. Higher specific surface areas and mesoporous structures in 

gas-sensing materials enhance the number of active adsorption sites for the target gas. 

However, excessive Ru loading (e.g., 2.0%) reduces the specific surface area to 51.5 

m2/g. This reduction aligns with the XRD analysis suggesting that excessive Ru inhibits 

the crystallite growth of W18O49, leading to decreased specific surface areas. In addition, 

Fig. 3.5c reveals the UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra for pure and 1.0%Ru-loaded 

W18O49. A significant absorption tail is identified in both near-infrared and visible 

regions, which indicates the presence of a substantial number of oxygen vacancies in 

the synthesized samples, achieved via a one-step hydrothermal route [26, 27]. Oxygen 

vacancies are crucial as they suggest that the W18O49-based gas sensing materials could 

lower the power consumption of gas sensors. 

 

Fig. 3.5 (a) Raman spectra of pure and 0.5%-2.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 and a local enlargement 

of the peak at 804 cm-1, (b) N2 adsorption and desorption isotherms and corresponding pore 

size distribution curves of pure and 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49, (c) UV-Vis-NIR spectra of pure 

and 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49. 
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Fig. 3.6 XPS analysis of pure and 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49, (a) W 4f spectra, (b) Ru 3d 

spectrum, (c, d) O 1s spectra. 

The UV-Vis spectra confirm the presence of oxygen vacancies in W18O49-based 

gas-sensing materials. In order to further quantitatively analyze the changes in the 

concentrations of oxygen species before and after Ru incorporation, XPS was employed 

to analyze the chemical states of relevant elements in pure and 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49. 

The XPS spectra of W 4f for pure and 1.0% Ru-loaded W18O49 are shown in Fig. 3.6a. 

Peaks at 35.5 and 37.6 eV correspond to W 4f5/2 and W 4f7/2, indicating a +6 oxidation 

state for tungsten [28, 29]. The W 4f5/2 peak in pure W18O49 is shifted 0.1 eV lower than 

in 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49, suggesting electron loss in W18O49 due to Ru incorporation, 

confirming the formation of oxygen vacancies and successful Ru incorporation [30]. 

As illustrated in Fig. 3.6b, two kinds of Ru species are identified in the spectra of Ru 

3d for 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49, which can be attributed to Ru3+ and Ru4+, respectively. 

Peaks at 280.7 and 281.9 eV correspond to Ru4+ 3d5/2 and Ru3+ 3d5/2, respectively [31-

33]. The coexistence of Ru3+ and Ru4+ is beneficial for enhancing the catalytic activity 

of W18O49-based gas-sensing materials. Figs. 3.6c and 3.6d display the O 1s spectra for 

pure and 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49, respectively. The spectra are fitted by the Gaussian 

function and are resolved into three peaks at 532.3, 531.5, and 530.6 eV, corresponding 

to chemisorbed oxygen (OC), oxygen vacancy (OV), and lattice oxygen (OL), 
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respectively [34, 35]. By integrating each part, the concentrations of different oxygen 

species are calculated, as shown in the figures. In pure W18O49, the concentrations of 

OC, OV, and OL are 10.64%, 13.25%, and 76.11%. For 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49, the 

concentrations are 12.32%, 15.67%, and 72.01%, respectively. An increases in OC and 

OV components is observed after Ru incorporation. The gas-sensing mechanism of gas 

sensors based on metal oxides involves changes in carrier concentration due to the 

redox reaction between the target gas and OC. The increased OV component indicates 

more active adsorption sites available for redox reactions. Furthermore, the increased 

OC component suggests that more oxygen species can participate in redox reactions. 

These changes in the chemical states are crucial for enhancing gas-sensing performance 

at room-temperature. 

3.3.2 Gas-sensing performance investigation 

 

Fig. 3.7 (a) Changes in electrical resistance of all sensors towards different concentrations (6-

30 ppm) of nonanal at room temperature, (b) linear relationship between sensor response and 

gas concentration. 

To validate the gas-sensing performance of pure and Ru-loaded W18O49 sensors at 

low working temperatures, a series of laboratory tests were conducted. Fig. 3.7a 

illustrates the changes in electrical resistance of the sensors in response to different 

concentrations of nonanal at room temperature. The resistance of the sensors decreases 

upon exposure to nonanal and returns to the initial resistance (Ra) once purified air is 

introduced, indicating that the Ru-loaded W18O49 retains n-type characteristics. A 

notable observation is the significant increase in baseline resistance (Ra) with a low 

amount of Ru loading, which decreases again when Ru incorporation reaches 2.0%. For 

pure W18O49, the resistance (Ra) is measured at 87 MΩ, which for 1.0%Ru-loaded 

W18O49, it reaches 10.9 GΩ. This increase in resistance is attributed to the decrease in 

the crystallite size (Tab. 3.2) and carrier concentration due to the generation of depletion 

layers. XRD analysis indicates that Ru incorporation inhibits crystallite growth, which 

corresponds to the observed increase in resistance (Ra) for 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49. This 
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phenomenon aligns with Kou et al.’s findings that resistance increases as crystallite size 

decreases [36]. Excessive Ru incorporation results in agglomeration and growth of Ru, 

reducing specific surface areas and diminishing the inhibition effect, leading to 

decreased resistance (Ra) [37, 38]. This is corroborated by XRD and BET analyses. 

Based on changes in the electrical resistance illustrated in Fig. 3.7a, the relationship 

between sensor response and gas concentration is demonstrated in Fig. 3.7b. The 

response presents a positive linear correlation with nonanal concentration. Besides, it 

is noteworthy that the response of 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 does not saturate even at a 

nonanal concentration of 30 ppm, suggesting that the fabricated gas sensor is capable 

of detecting nonanal molecules over a wide range. Specifically, the response of 

1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 to 30 ppm nonanal is 16.1, which is 6.8 times higher than that 

of pure W18O49. The enhanced performance is due to the increased active sites for 

nonanal absorption provided by the coexistence of Ru3+ and Ru4+. Consequently, the 

incorporation of 1.0% Ru into W18O49 significantly improves room-temperature gas-

sensing performance. The sensors demonstrate a wide detection range for nonanal, 

making them suitable for applications in rice quality assessment where nonanal is a key 

indicator. 

 

Fig. 3.8 Dynamic response-recovery curves of (a) pure and (b) 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 

towards 30 ppm nonanal. 

To provide a comprehensive evaluation of the gas-sensing performance of the 

developed sensors, dynamic response-recovery curves of pure and 1.0%Ru-loaded 

W18O49 were also analyzed. Figs. 3.8a and 3.8b show the dynamic response and 

recovery times of the sensors towards 30 ppm nonanal at room temperature. Compared 

to pure W18O49, the 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 sensor displays a significantly shorter 

response time of 25 s, suggesting superior response properties. Both sensors show 

recovery times exceeding 2 minutes. In fact, this slow recovery is a common limitation 

for MOS-based gas sensors operating at low temperatures, including room temperature. 

The slow recovery speed is attributed to the lower energy provide at room temperature, 
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which is insufficient to overcome the activation energy required for the desorption of 

nonanal molecules from the sensor surface [39]. This is a typical challenge for MOS-

based gas sensors in low-temperature operations. 

Given the crucial role of selectivity in practical applications [39], the selectivity of 

1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 was tested against various interfering gases (i.e., SO2, H2S, CO, 

NH3, C2H5OH, C3H8O) at room temperature, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.9a. These results 

suggest that the 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 sensor exhibits excellent selectivity towards 

nonanal over the other interfering gases. The superior selectivity can be attributed to 

the lower bond energy of C-H-O in nonanal (312.8 kJ/mol), which makes it more 

susceptible to bond breaking during interactions with surface chemisorbed oxygen 

species [41, 42]. This facilitates the preferential adsorption and reaction of nonanal on 

the sensor surface, enhancing its selectivity. 

 

Fig. 3.9 (a) Response of 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 towards different interfering gases, (b) 

reproducibility of 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 towards 30 ppm nonanal, (c) stability of 1.0%Ru-

loaded W18O49 towards 10 ppm nonanal, (d) response of 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 towards 10 

ppm nonanal under different relative humidity conditions. 

Fig. 3.9b presents the reversibility of the 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 sensor, which 

was tested by exposing the sensor to 30 ppm nonanal at room temperature over five 

cycles. The sensor maintains a consistent response over the five cycles, indicating 
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excellent reversibility. Furthermore, reproducibility and stability are also key indices 

for evaluating the service life and accuracy of the developed gas sensors in practical 

applications. The responses of the 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49-based gas sensor towards 30 

ppm nonanal were tested over an extended period, as displayed in Fig. 3.9c. There is no 

significant decrease in the sensor response over time, indicating excellent 

reproducibility and long-term stability. The stable existence of W18O49 in the 

environment likely contributes to the sensor’s long-term stability and reproducibility, 

ensuring reliable performance in practical applications. Moreover, water vapor in the 

air adsorbs on the surface of gas-sensing materials, affecting the response of the gas 

sensors. Fig. 3.9d illustrates the effect of relative humidity on the response of 1.0%Ru-

loaded W18O49 towards 10 ppm nonanal at room temperature. The sensor response 

decreases from 4.78 to 2.47 as relative humidity increases from 0% to 20%. Beyond 

20%, the sensor response stabilizes. The initial decrease in response is attributed to the 

adsorption of water molecules on the sensor surface, which reduces the number of 

active sites available for nonanal adsorption. Besides, nonanal’s practical insolubility 

in water further contributes to the decreased response at higher humidity levels. As 

relative humidity levels above 20%, the adsorption of water molecules reaches 

saturation, and the sensor response stabilize.  

Tab. 3.3 Recently reported literature on nonanal sensors. 

Material Temperature Concentration Response Ref. 

Polyetherimide/Carbon 

black 
RT 50 ppm 2.06 [41] 

SnO2 nanosheet 300 ℃ 1 ppm 1.02 [9] 

WO3 nanowire RT 3 ppm 1.03 [10] 

Pt, Pd, Au/SnO2 films 300 ℃ 10 ppm 2.45 [43] 

Ru-loaded W18O49 RT 10 ppm 4.79 This work 

Tab. 3.3 summarizes the gas-sensing performance of 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49-

based gas sensor compared with recently reported literature on nonanal sensors. The 

results indicate that the 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49-based gas sensor outperforms 

previously reported nonanal sensors, making it a competitive room-temperature gas 

sensor for nonanal analysis. Overall, the combination of non-stoichiometric WO3-x 

synthesis and Ru incorporation, as proposed in this chapter, presents a promising 

strategy for developing high-performance room-temperature MOS-based gas sensors, 

particularly for the analysis of aldehydes. 
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3.3.3 Gas-sensing mechanism 

The gas-sensing mechanism of the 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 that is well-accepted is 

an “adsorption-interaction-desorption” process [44, 45]. When the sensor is placed in 

the purified air, oxygen molecules adsorb on the surface of the gas-sensing materials to 

form surface chemisorbed oxygen species (i.e., O2
-, O-, and O2-) according to their 

optimal working temperature. The proposed chemical reaction between the gas-sensing 

materials and the target gas can be outlined as follows [46]: 

O2 (gas) → O2 (ads)                                                 (3-2) 

O2 (ads) + e- → O2
- (ads) (T < 150 ℃)                                   (3-3) 

O2 (ads) + 2e- → 2O- (ads) (150 ℃ < T < 400 ℃)                          (3-4) 

O2 (ads) + 2e- → O2- (ads) (T > 400 ℃)                                  (3-5) 

In this work, the gas-sensing performance investigations conducted at room 

temperature indicate that O2
- is the dominant adsorption species of oxygen on the sensor 

surface. During this process, electrons become trapped by oxygen molecules. The 

movement of carriers generates a built-in field, resulting in the formation of an electrical 

potential difference between the surface and bulk of the gas-sensing materials. This 

phenomenon leads to an upward bending of the band structure. In the case of Ru-loaded 

W18O49, electrons flow from W18O49 to Ru, creating a wider electron-depletion region 

on the side of W18O49. The Schottky contact between Ru and W18O49 causes a higher 

barrier height, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.10. Consequently, the resistance (Ra) 

of the sensor increases [47].  

 

Fig. 3.10 Schematic illustrations of the room-temperature gas-sensing mechanism of Ru-

loaded W18O49 in the analysis of nonanal. 

When nonanal (C9H18O) interacts with the surface of the gas-sensing materials, it 

initially undergoes adsorption to form adsorbed states, as shown in Eq. 3-6. 
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Subsequently, the adsorbed nonanal reacts with the surface chemisorbed oxygen species 

(O2
-) to produce new substances, including C9H16O (ads) (resulting from the loss of H) 

and H2O (gas), as depicted in Eq. 3-7 [48, 49]. This reaction releases electrons back 

into the conduction band, leading to a significant reduction in the thickness of the 

depletion region and the height of the potential barrier. As a result, the resistance (Rg) 

of the sensor decreases [50, 51]. 

C9H18O (gas) → C9H18O (ads)                                         (3-6) 

2C9H18O (ads) + O2
- → 2C9H16O + 2H2O (gas) +e-                         (3-7) 

The enhanced room-temperature gas-sensing performance of the 1.0%Ru-loaded 

W18O49-based gas sensor can be attributed to several key factors. Firstly, the unique 

urchin-like morphology has a large specific surface area (94.2 m2/g) and excellent 

surface permeability, facilitating the adsorption of gas molecules. Secondly, the 

presence of oxygen vacancies within the material significantly enhances gas-sensing 

reactions. The concentrations of oxygen vacancies and chemisorbed oxygen species are 

higher in 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49, as evidenced by the O 1s spectra analysis (Figs. 3.6c 

and 3.6d). Oxygen vacancies act as electron donors, creating additional gas-absorbing 

sites and free electrons, thereby enhancing the gas-sensing process. Moreover, many 

works have reported that the gas-sensing performance of MOS-based gas sensors is 

influenced by their bandgaps [52]. From the UV-Vis-NIR spectra shown in Fig. 3.5c, 

the 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 has a narrower energy band. It is acknowledged that MOS 

with narrower bad gaps is helpful to generate more excited charge carriers, and more 

adsorbed oxygen species can be accumulated on the surface of the gas-sensing materials. 

Thirdly, loading an appropriate amount of Ru effectively inhibits the growth of W18O49 

nanocrystals during hydrothermal synthesis and enhances catalytic effects. This results 

in increased specific surface areas and concentrations of oxygen vacancies and 

chemisorbed oxygen species, further improving the gas-sensing properties of the sensor. 

Overall, these factors collectively contribute to the enhanced room-temperature gas-

sensing performance of the 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49-based gas sensor in the analysis of 

nonanal. 

3.3.4 Practical application of 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49-based gas sensor 

To verify the practicability of the in evaluating rice quality, the changes in 

resistance of the sensor towards VOCs generated from the two types of rice are 

monitored. To carry out the above experiment, 30 g of japonica rice and indica rice 

bought from a supermarket were sealed in a 50 mL glass bottle. The flow was adjusted 

by a mass flow controller. As demonstrated in Fig. 3.11a, the response of the fabricated 

gas sensor towards the VOCs generated from indica rice aging is much higher than that 
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of japonica rice stored at 25 ℃, suggesting that the sensor may be capable of 

distinguishing indica rice from japonica rice. In addition, the variation of electrical 

resistance is recorded at room temperature with the concentration changes of the 

produced VOCs during the storage of indica rice at different temperatures (i.e., 25, 50, 

and 75 ℃). As illustrated in Fig. 3.11b, the sensor response significantly increases with 

higher storage temperatures under the same testing conditions, demonstrating an 

elevated concentration of VOCs derived from the rice aging. An increase in the sensor 

response is chiefly attributed to the higher storage temperature, significantly 

accelerating the oxidation rate of the lipids [21]. Given this situation, the aging process 

of rice accelerates to increase the concentration of aldehydes. These practical 

experiments reveal that the fabricated gas sensor based on 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 may 

be utilized to be the detection unit of high-performance E-nose for room-temperature 

detection of aldehydes. 

 

Fig. 3.11 (a) Response measured at 25 ℃ under exposure to VOCs from the two types of rice, 

(b) response towards different concentrations of VOCs generated from 30 g indica rice stored 

at different temperatures (25, 50, and 75 ℃). 

3.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, pure and 0.5%-2.0%Ru-loaded urchin-like W18O49 hierarchical 

nanostructures are synthesized by a one-step hydrothermal combined with the 

subsequent calcination under an inert atmosphere (N2). By controlling the amount of 

Ru loading, the crystallite size and the oxygen vacancy concentration of W18O49-based 

gas-sensing materials are regulated, and they are used for room-temperature detection 

of aldehydes, being a characteristic biomarker generated from rice aging. The structural 

characterizations and gas-sensing performance investigations are conducted to 

comprehensively investigate the influence of Ru incorporation on the enhanced gas-

sensing mechanisms of the W18O49-based gas sensor. The main conclusions drawn in 

this chapter are summarized as follows: 
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(1) Microstructural analyses of both pure and Ru-loaded W18O49 reveal negligible 

alterations in the morphology before and after the loading of Ru with both variants 

maintaining the urchin-like structure. The XRD analysis indicates that a moderate 

amount of Ru loading effectively suppresses the growth of W18O49-based nanocrystals 

during the hydrothermal synthesis. 

(2) Analysis of the Ru 3d spectrum illustrates that Ru exists in two valence states 

rather than as a simple substance, indicating the co-existence of Ru (Ⅲ) and Ru (Ⅳ), 

thereby enhancing the catalytic activity. According to the peak fitting results of the O 

1s spectra, the relative percentages of chemisorbed oxygen species and oxygen 

vacancies slightly increase after the loading of Ru, collectively enhancing the 

subsequent room-temperature gas-sensing performance. 

(3) Room-temperature gas-sensing performance of Ru-loaded W18O49 towards 

nonanal, one of the medium-chain aldehydes derived from the oxidation and hydrolysis 

of the lipids in rice aging, demonstrates that the baseline resistance (Ra) increases two 

orders of magnitude, the sensor response elevates by 6.8 times, and the response time 

decreases by 50% in comparison with pure W18O49. Moreover, a comparison with 

recent literature on nonanal sensors illustrates that 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 can indeed 

achieve the detection of nonanal at room temperature. 

(4) The enhanced gas-sensing performance of Ru-loaded W18O49 can be due to its 

unique urchin-like morphology, the elevated relative proportions of chemisorbed 

oxygen species and oxygen vacancies, and the co-existence of Ru3+ and Ru4+. In detail, 

the urchin-like morphology provides large specific surface areas, which is beneficial to 

adsorb nonanal molecules. Non-stoichiometric W18O49 has highly concentrated oxygen 

vacancies, enhancing the adsorption of oxygen, thus increasing the oxygen species that 

react with nonanal. Incorporating a proper amount of Ru into W18O49 can effectively 

inhibit crystallite growth together with the catalytic oxidation of both Ru (Ⅲ) and Ru 

(Ⅳ), which causes an increase in the specific surface area, relative proportions of 

chemisorbed oxygen and oxygen vacancy components. 

(5) The practical experiments demonstrate that the response of 1.0%Ru-loaded 

W18O49 towards VOCs in indica rice aging is 83.9, representing a 12.3-fold increase 

compared to japonica rice, suggesting that it may be capable of distinguishing indica 

rice from japonica rice. In addition, as the storage temperature rises, the sensor response 

significantly increases. Collectively, these results underscore the potential of the 

developed gas sensor as a component of an E-nose system for room-temperature 

detection of aldehydes. 
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Chapter 4 Oxygen engineering on cerium oxide nanowires by 

post-treatment for linalool detection 

4.1 Introduction 

Linalool, an alcohol produced from the further breakdown of aldehydes, 

significantly contributes to the aroma profile of rice during aging [1-5]. Changes in its 

content can serve as an indicator for inspecting rice quality. Therefore, monitoring and 

identifying linalool concentration is an effective method for evaluating rice quality. Due 

to the limitations of traditional assessment methods, such as liquid chromatography-

mass spectrometry, near-infrared spectroscopy, and GC-MS, it is essential to develop a 

non-destructive and real-time measurement technique for linalool monitoring with 

excellent gas-sensing properties. 

Commercially available gas sensors based on metal oxides, such as tin oxide [6] 

and zinc oxide [7], have been widely used for the quantitative assessment of volatile 

compounds, including linalool. Among these materials, cerium oxide (CeO2) stands out 

as a promising gas-sensing material due to its abundant crystal defects, high electrical 

conductivity, and good chemical stability [8, 9]. Previous studies have demonstrated the 

utilization of CeO2-based gas sensors for detecting VOCs, showcasing their rapid 

response and recovery times. For example, Lyu et al. constructed a hollow-structured 

CeO2 for detecting VOCs [10]. This sensor exhibited a rapid response/recovery time 

(6/11 s) towards 100 ppm acetone at an optimal working temperature of 260 ℃. 

However, operating at such a high temperature, which exceeds the boiling point of some 

VOCs, may lead to the pyrolysis of the target gas. This drawback limits its application 

in rice quality inspection. Therefore, to effectively identify variations in linalool 

concentration during rice aging, the operation of a CeO2-based gas sensor should be 

performed at low working temperatures [11]. 

At low working temperatures, CeO2-based gas sensors often suffer from 

limitations such as a low response and high detection limits. To significantly improve 

the gas-sensing properties of CeO2 at low working temperatures, particularly at room 

temperature, several optimization strategies have been adopted. For example, Liu et al. 

synthesized hollow CeO2 tubules with mesoporous structures for VOC detection [12]. 

Their investigations revealed that the sensor response towards 100 ppm p-xylene VOC 

was 12.4 at a relatively low working temperature of 133 ℃. Notably, the limit of 

detection of the optimal gas sensor was reduced to 100 ppb, the lowest value among the 

reported gas sensors based on CeO2. Motaung et al. constructed a heterojunction 

between CeO2 and SnO2 through a hydrothermal method [13]. The gas sensor based on 
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CeO2-SnO2 nanocomposites exhibited an impressive response (~39.8) towards 20 ppm 

of the target gas at room temperature. Unfortunately, CeO2, being an ionic conductor, 

has inadequate adsorption sites, low conductivity, and high electrical resistance (1-10 

GΩ) at room temperature, dramatically affecting the concentration of linalool that can 

be measured by the gas sensor. Additionally, most MOS-based gas sensors have a low 

response towards linalool macromolecules due to the chemical inertness of linalool, 

especially at room temperature. 

Regulating the electronic structures and surface chemical states of MOS is a 

feasible solution for developing high-performance room-temperature MOS-based gas 

sensors. Oxygen vacancy engineering has emerged as a promising pathway to optimize 

the crystal structure and surface activity of metal oxides, significantly improving their 

room-temperature gas-sensing performance at room temperature [14, 15]. For instance, 

Xu et al. developed a series of gas sensors based on SnO2 thin films with varying 

concentrations of oxygen vacancies by annealing under different temperatures in an 

ambient atmosphere for the room-temperature detection of VOCs [16]. Their sensor 

demonstrated a high response of 150.5 towards 10 ppm trimethylamine. The 

exceptional gas-sensing performance was attributed to the regulation of oxygen 

vacancies, which dramatically enhanced the carrier concentration in the conduction 

band and provided additional adsorption sites for VOC detection. However, this method 

can only incorporate a limited concentration of oxygen vacancy into MOS, as annealing 

in an air atmosphere lacks strong reducibility. 

In this chapter, CeO2 nanowires with varying proportions of oxygen vacancies and 

Ce3+ ions are synthesized via a simple hydrothermal method followed by calcination 

under different controlled atmospheres (e.g., air, Ar, and 5%H2+95%Ar). The nanowire 

morphology provides more adsorption sites for interactions between gas molecules and 

gas-sensing materials. Additionally, the valance states between Ce4+ and Ce3+ are 

regulated within the crystal structures, influencing the concentrations of oxygen species. 

This study focuses on the gas-sensing properties of the developed gas sensors and 

elucidates the room-temperature gas-sensing mechanism towards linalool. During 

storage, with the changes in circumstances (i.e., period, temperature, humidity, etc.), 

the sensory quality of rice deteriorates, displaying an unpleasant aroma profile. 

Consequently, the practicability of the developed gas sensor for analyzing rice quality 

is verified using two varieties of rice (indica and japonica rice) stored for various 

periods (1, 3, 5, 7, 15, and 30 days). 
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4.2 Experimental details 

4.2.1 Chemicals 

All chemicals used in this study are of analytical grade and were used directly 

without further purification. Deionized water (18 MΩ/cm) used in all experiments was 

prepared using an ultra-pure purification system (Aqua Solutions). Detailed 

information regarding the chemical formula, purity, and manufacturer is provided in 

Tab. 4.1. 

Tab. 4.1 Chemical reagents used in this chapter. 

Chemicals Formula Manufacturer Purity 

Cerium(III) chloride 

heptahydrate 
CeCl3∙7H2O 

Shanghai Aladdin 

Biochemical Technology Co., 

Ltd. 

99.9% 

Sodium hydroxide NaOH 

Shanghai Aladdin 

Biochemical Technology Co., 

Ltd. 

96.0% 

Ethanol C2H5OH 
Chinasun Specialty Products 

Co., Ltd. 
99.7% 

Linalool C10H18O 

Shanghai Aladdin 

Biochemical Technology Co., 

Ltd. 

96% 

4.2.2 Synthesis of CeO2 nanowires 

Oxygen engineering on CeO2 nanowires was performed through a simple 

hydrothermal method combined with subsequent calcination, as schematically 

illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Typically, 0.5 g of CeCl3∙7H2O was mixed with 20 mL of a 10 M 

NaOH aqueous solution and stirred continuously for at least 40 minutes. The resulting 

mixture was then sealed in a 50 mL Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and subjected 

to hydrothermal synthesis at 130 ℃ for 24 hours. After naturally cooling to room 

temperature, the solid precipitates were collected by centrifugation and rinsed 

alternately with deionized water and absolute ethanol to remove impurities. The cleaned 

precipitates were then dried in a vacuum oven at 70 ℃ for 24 hours. Finally, the dried 

precursors were annealed at 400 ℃ for 2 hours at a heating rate of 3 ℃/min under 

different controlled atmospheres (e.g., air, Ar, and 5%H2+95%Ar). The samples 

obtained from these treatments are designated as S1 (air), S2 (Ar), and S3 

(5%H2+95%Ar), respectively. 
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Fig. 4.1 Schematic illustration of oxygen vacancy engineering on CeO2 nanowires. 

4.2.3 Fabrication and measurement of gas sensor 

The fabrication of gas sensors follows the procedure outlined in Section 3.2.3. 

Linalool is chosen as the target gas for this chapter, and its theoretical concentration is 

calculated using Eq. 2-1, considering the vapor pressure of linalool at 25 ℃ to be 0.17 

mm Hg [17]. 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Structural characterization 

To investigate the impact of post-treatment under different controlled atmospheres 

on the structural evolution of CeO2, the morphologies of the three samples were 

examined using FE-SEM. As shown in Fig. 4.2, all powders synthesized through a one-

step hydrothermal method using CeCl3 as the metal source and deionized water as the 

solvent exhibit a nanowire morphology with an average diameter of 50 ± 10 nm. This 

unique nanostructure features a high length-diameter ratio, providing a large contact 

area and superior physicochemical properties, resulting in a substantial surface-to-

volume ratio [18, 19]. Despite partial fracture, the nanowire structure remains largely 

unchanged even after annealing under hydrogen-argon mixtures with strong reducibility. 

In addition, agglomeration effect is enhanced to reduce the surface tension of the gas-

sensing materials, maintaining them in a relatively stable state. Variations in nanowire 

lengths may arise from formation during hydrothermal growth and intense ultrasonic 
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sample preparation before FE-SEM observation. 

 

Fig. 4.2 FE-SEM images and diameter distributions of (a, d) S1, (b, e) S2, and (c, f) S3. 

To investigate the crystal structures of CeO2 nanowires, the TEM image of S1 is 

depicted in Fig. 4.3a, showcasing a uniform diameter distribution of the nanowires, 

consistent with the FE-SEM observations. Analysis of lattice fringe spacing, as shown 

in Fig. 4.3b, reveals spacing of 0.19 nm and 0.31 nm perpendicular to the growth 

direction, corresponding to the (2 2 0) and (1 1 1) crystal planes, respectively. The 

selected area electron diffraction image (Fig. 4.3c) confirms the crystalline nature of 

the synthesized sample, with a preferential growth direction along [1 1 0] [20]. 

Meanwhile, the HAADF-STEM image of S1 (Fig. 4.3d) and corresponding element 

mappings (Figs. 4.3e and 4.3f) demonstrate uniform distribution and co-existence of 

cerium (Ce) and oxygen (O) elements along the contour of the sample, validating 

successful synthesis and maintenance of CeO2 nanowires through the hydrothermal 

method and subsequent calcination under different controlled atmospheres. 

Furthermore, exploring the formation mechanism of CeO2 nanowires, Fig. 4.3g 

presents a schematic diagram illustrating the two-step process. At high concentrations 

of NaOH (10 M), rapidly hydrolysis generates abundant OH- ions during hydrothermal 

synthesis, facilitating the thermal hydrolysis of cerium ions at 130 ℃ to form 

nanoparticles. Subsequently, these nanoparticles form nanowire structures with varying 

lengths through an oriented attachment mechanism. Most importantly, the high NaOH 

concentration may have a great influence on the stereo configuration of cerium 

complexation, resembling a cubic structure, which contributes to the formation of CeO2 

nanowires [21]. 
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Fig. 4.3 (a) TEM and (b) HRTEM images, (c) SAED image, (d) HAADF-STEM image and 

(e-f) EDS mapping of S1, (g) schematic diagram of the formation mechanism of CeO2 

nanowires. 

 

Fig. 4.4 (a) XRD pattern of S1, S2, and S3, and (b) slow scan of (111) peak 

To examine the crystal structures of CeO2 nanowires annealed under different 

controlled atmospheres, X-ray diffraction analysis is depicted in Fig. 4.4. It can be seen 

that the diffraction peaks align perfectly with the fluorite-type CeO2, corresponding to 

the face-centered cubic phases (JCPDS No. 34-0394). Notably, there is no prominent 

shift observed in the XRD spectra, suggesting the preservation of the crystalline phase 

even under the atmosphere with strong reducibility. Compared with the sample annealed 

under air, the peaks of S2 and S3 become sharper and stronger, implying a higher 

crystallinity in these samples accompanied by an increase in the average crystallite size 

(Tab. 4.2). Besides, after the incorporation of oxygen vacancies, the diffraction peak 
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shifts to the right (Fig. 4.4b), indicating a correlation with the incorporation of different 

concentrations of oxygen vacancies into cerium oxides. 

Tab. 4.2 Average crystallite sizes of S1, S2, and S3. 

Sample S1 S2 S3 

Size/nm 10.26 10.99 20.21 

 

 

Fig. 4.5 (a) UV-Vis absorption spectra, and (b) Tauc plot of S1, S2, and S3. 

It is reported that the incorporation of oxygen vacancies can effectively narrow the 

bandgap of MOS, thereby expanding the absorption range of gas-sensing materials. The 

ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectra of all samples depicted in Fig. 4.5a were 

analyzed to gain detailed insights into their intrinsic performance. The spectra reveal a 

large absorption tail in the visible and near-infrared regions with a wavelength of less 

than 400 nm. Notably, the light absorption ability of S2 and S3 shows a significant red 

shift, with the absorption edge located near 430 nm. This shift can be attributed to the 

introduction of oxygen vacancies, broadening the range of light absorption. It is likely 

associated with free electrons and/or oxygen vacancy-induced polarons, indicating the 

existence of a large number of oxygen vacancies [11, 22]. Additionally, the bandgap of 

the three samples was calculated according to the Tauc formula (Eq. 4-1), as evident in 

Fig. 4.5b. The bandgap values for S1, S2, and S3 are 2.95, 2.81, and 2.73 eV, 

respectively. The introduction of oxygen vacancies dramatically reduces the bandgap, 

primarily due to the reduction of Ce4+ in CeO2 to Ce3+, leading to the high conductivity 

of oxygen ions [23]. 

αhγ = A×(hγ-Eg)
1/2                                                   (4-1) 

Where α is the absorption coefficient being a function of wavelength α(λ), h is the 

Planck constant, γ is frequency, A is a proportionality constant, and Eg is an optical band 

gap of metal oxides. 
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To further investigate the evolution of oxygen vacancy in the three samples, a 

Raman analysis was conducted. Fig. 4.6 reveals the Raman spectra of S1, S2, and S3 

with a scanning range of 350-550 cm-1. There is only one broad characteristic peak 

located at around 460 cm-1, primarily originating from the Raman active vibrational 

mode of the fluorite-type structure of CeO2 nanowires. Most importantly, it can be also 

seen from the figure that the Raman bands of S1, S2, and S3 are located at 459, 461, 

and 462 cm-1, respectively. Compared with S1, the peaks of S2 and S3 slightly shift 

towards higher wavenumbers. The shift in the peak of S3 indicates elevated 

concentrations of oxygen vacancies due to the presence of a lower oxidation state of 

cerium ions (Ce3+) in the samples [24]. 

 

Fig. 4.6 Raman spectra of S1, S2, and S3. 

To effectively confirm the chemical composition and oxidation states, XPS 

analyses were conducted. Figs. 4.7a-4.7c reveal the Ce 3d spectra of all synthesized 

samples. These spectra are fitted into the eight peaks, corresponding to two kinds of 

oxidation states of Ce ions. The peaks marked by u′′ and v′′ are attributed to the 

oxidation state of Ce3+, whereas the peaks marked by u, u′, u′′′, v, v′, and v′′′ are assigned 

to Ce4+ [25, 26]. Ce3+ oxidation states indicate the existence of unsaturated chemical 

bonds and oxygen vacancies. According to Ref. [27], the integrated areas of Ce4+ and 

Ce3+ are calculated, as summarized in Tab. 4.3. Subsequently, the concentrations of Ce3+ 

in S1, S2, and S3 are estimated to be around 0.12, 0.17, and 0.19, respectively, as 

illustrated in Tab. 4.4. It is obvious that S3 exhibits a higher concentration of Ce3+ ions, 

which may be closely related to the positively charged Ce ions with accompanying 

charge-compensated electrons [28]. The generation of oxygen vacancies has been 

closely related to the interaction between metal oxides and hydrogen under high 
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annealing temperatures, leading to the loss of lattice oxygen bonded with Ce-O-Ce and 

the formation of oxygen vacancies based on the following process [29]. Consequently, 

the regulation of the electronic structures and surface chemical states of CeO2 

nanowires with different concentrations of oxygen vacancies via a simple method, 

including annealing the precursor under different controlled atmospheres, makes them 

promising materials for gas-sensing applications, particularly in the analysis of VOCs. 

Furthermore, the O 1s spectra demonstrated in Figs. 4.7d-4.7f are well-divided into 

three Gaussian-Lorenz peaks centered at round 528.6, 529.8, and 530.9 eV, representing 

lattice oxygen (OL), surface chemisorbed oxygen (OC), and oxygen vacancy (OV), 

respectively [30]. The relative quantitative analysis of O 1s spectra is also illustrated in 

Tab. 4.4. The value of x' (x' = [O1s]/[Ce3d]) is smaller than that of x (x=[O]/[Ce]), further 

confirming that the formation of oxygen vacancies is accompanied by an increase of 

the relative proportion of Ce3+ ions. The presence of oxygen vacancies generates 

adequate adsorption sites, significantly enhancing the relative proportion of surface 

chemisorbed oxygen species participating in the gas-sensing process [14]. 

 

Fig. 4.7 XPS analysis of Ce 3d and O 1s spectra for (a, d) S1, (b, e) S2, and (c, f) S3. 

Tab. 4.3 Integrated areas of individual XPS peaks of Ce 3d in S1, S2, and S3. 

 

Ce 3d3/2 Ce 3d5/2 

u u' u'' u''' v v' v'' v''' 

S1 118785 56892 50114 92002 101392 192503 43524 115440 

S2 58886 37291 14298 36116 63649 102068 68182 83519 

S3 97436 66359 38520 104897 119308 158139 123977 142368 
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Tab. 4.4 Concentrations of Ce3+ and Ce4+ ions and stoichiometry ratios of CeO2 nanowires 

annealed under different controlled atmospheres. 

 Ce3+ Ce4+ OL OC OV xa x'b 

S1 0.12 0.88 0.72 0.12 0.16 1.94 1.91 

S2 0.17 0.83 0.70 0.13 0.17 1.92 1.65 

S3 0.19 0.81 0.66 0.15 0.19 1.91 1.34 

Note: ax = [O]/[Ce] = 1.5Ce3+ + 2Ce4+, bx' = [O1s]/[Ce3d] = (AO/ACe) × (SCe/SO), where SCe = 7.399, 

and SO = 0.711. 

 

Fig. 4.8 Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms and pore distributions of S1, S2, and S3. 

The surface activities and porous structures of all samples were analyzed by the 

BET method, as revealed in Fig. 4.8. The specific surface areas and pore diameters of 

S1, S2, and S3 are demonstrated in Tab. 4.5. The adsorption-desorption curves of the 

three samples belong to type IV and have H3 hysteresis loops. The H3 hysteresis loop 

of S3 is clearer, which may be related to its larger mesoporous structure. The pore size 

distributions reveal that the maximum pore sizes of S1, S2, and S3 are 14.4, 21.4, and 

22.2 nm, respectively. This further confirms that S3 has a larger pore size, which is 

advantageous for the adsorption and desorption of the target gas on the surface of the 

sensor during the gas-sensing process. In addition, the specific surface area of S1, S2, 
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and S3 is 15.5, 32.9, and 83.9 m2/g, respectively, indicating that the surface chemical 

states are modified after annealing under different controlled conditions. Consequently, 

the sample with a high specific surface area facilitates the adsorption of gas molecules, 

contributing to enhancing the gas-sensing performance of S3. 

Tab. 4.5 Specific surface areas and pore diameters of S1, S2, and S3. 

Sample S1 S2 S3 

Specific surface area (m2/g) 14.5 32.9 83.9 

Pore diameter (nm) 14.4 21.4 22.2 

4.3.2 Gas-sensing performance investigation 

Based on the above-stated structural characterizations, the room-temperature gas-

sensing properties of S1, S2, and S3 were comprehensively investigated. Fig. 4.9a 

shows the variations of electrical resistance of the sensors towards various 

concentrations of linalool. The resistance increases when exposed to the purified air 

and eventually displays a high state ranging from 1 to 10 GΩ. Once linalool is 

introduced into the testing chamber, the resistance decreases. When the purified air is 

released again, the resistance returns to the initial value (Ra), indicating that all gas 

sensors exhibit an n-type characteristic. Besides, the baseline resistance (Ra) of S1, S2, 

and S3 is 9.6, 7.62, and 2.33 GΩ, respectively. It can be seen that the resistance (Ra) of 

S2 and S3 decreases, which can be ascribed to the influence of oxygen vacancy, 

indicating a significant increase in the electron concentration. Normally, the electrons 

trapped in the donor level are directly excited into the conduction band of CeO2 

nanowires, increasing the carrier concentration of the conduction band, and eventually 

displaying a lower electrical resistance (Ra) [31, 32]. The fitting results between the 

response and linalool concentration are depicted in Fig. 4.9b. It is obvious that 

controlling the annealing atmosphere significantly affects the gas-sensing performance, 

and all gas sensors demonstrate an excellent positive linear correlation with the ppm-

level linalool concentration, suggesting that the developed gas sensors have the ability 

to quantitatively analyze linalool. S3 reveals the highest response towards linalool. 

Specifically, the sensor response of S3 towards 20 ppm linalool at room temperature is 

16.7, which is approximately 3.2 and 2.4 times higher than those of S1 and S2, 

respectively, indicating a significant increase in the sensor response. This enhancement 

is nearly similar to the sequence of increasing oxygen vacancy concentration measured 

by XPS (Tab. 4.4), primarily due to the presence of oxygen vacancies efficiently 

increasing the concentration of surface chemisorbed oxygen species, contributing to an 

increase in response. Besides, the specific surface area of S3 illustrated in Fig. 4.8 is 
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83.95 m2/g, which is much larger than those of S1 (14.54 m2/g) and S2 (32.91 m2/g). A 

higher specific surface area can provide adequate sites for the adsorption of linalool 

molecules, contributing to the improvement of the response of MOS-based gas sensors. 

Meanwhile, it is worth noting that the S3-based gas sensor is not inclined to be saturated 

even if the concentration of linalool is up to 20 ppm, indicating that the developed gas 

sensor can detect linalool at a wide range. Hence, it turns out that S3 shows excellent 

room-temperature gas-sensing performance and is also available for a wide range of 

concentrations of linalool sensing. Based on Ref. [33], the detection limit of S3 towards 

linalool is calculated to be approximately 540 ppb. 

 

Fig. 4.9 (a) Changes in resistance of gas sensors towards 4-20 ppm linalool, and (b) linear 

relationship between sensor response and gas concentration. 

To comprehensively evaluate the room-temperature gas-sensing performance of 

the developed gas sensors, the dynamic gas-sensing performance of all samples was 

also analyzed. Fig. 4.10 shows the response-recovery curves of S1, S2, and S3 towards 

20 ppm linalool at room temperature. It can be calculated that the response time (τres) 

and recovery time (τrec) are 26 and 144 s for S1, 21 and 131 s for S2, 16 and 121 s for 

S3, respectively. At this point, the short τres of the sensor may be due to its high specific 

surface areas providing more active adsorption sites, facilitating the rapid diffusion of 

linalool among the CeO2 sensing materials. Then it should also be noted that the τrec of 

the sensor is still relatively long compared to the traditional heated semiconductor-

based gas sensors, primarily because the energy obtained from room temperature is 

much lower than the activation energy for the desorption of linalool molecules [34]. 

After the comprehensive comparison, it is found that the S3-based gas sensor with the 

highest proportion of oxygen vacancies displays excellent gas-sensing properties 

towards the target gas at room temperature, with the highest sensor response and the 

shortest response/recovery times. 
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Fig. 4.10 Dynamic response-recovery curves of S1, S2, and S3 towards 20 ppm linalool. 

 

Fig. 4.11 (a) Response of S1, S2, and S3-based gas sensors towards 20 ppm interfering gases, 

and (b) reproducibility of S3 towards 20 ppm. 

In view of the practical application of the developed gas sensors, apart from the 

indices including sensor response and response/recovery times, an outstanding 

capability is to distinguish linalool from other interfering gases [35]. The selectivity of 

all gas sensors towards 20 ppm of different kinds of interfering gases, including NH3, 

NO2, CO2, C9H19O, and C5H5N, is evident in Fig. 4.11a. These results indicate the S3-

based gas sensor has superior selectivity towards linalool. This is primarily because the 

ethyl groups in linalool has the highest electron-donating ability among various 

atmospheres [16]. Besides, more oxygen vacancies in S3 can promote the adsorption of 

linalool molecules, which is due to the strong electron affinity interaction between the 

target gas molecules with oxygen vacancy [36]. Consequently, linalool molecules are 

more easily adsorbed onto the CeO2 sensing materials and react with its surface 
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chemisorbed oxygen species to reach a higher response. Moreover, the sensor responses 

to 20 ppm linalool are measured within five cycles to verify the repeatability of S3, and 

the result is shown in Fig. 4.11b. There are no obvious changes in both baseline 

resistance (Ra) and sensor response. From the data obtained from the figure, it can be 

calculated that the deviation of sensor response and baseline resistance (Ra) of the S3-

based gas sensor is 6.8% and 1.8%, respectively. Obviously, both of them are less than 

10%, indicating the excellent repeatability of the sensor in the analysis of the target gas. 

 

Fig. 4.12 Changes in both response and resistance of the S3-based gas sensor towards 20 ppm 

linalool under various relative humidity atmospheres. 

It is well-recognized that humidity can exert a substantial influence on the 

application of MOS-based gas sensors in practical applications. As depicted in Fig. 4.12, 

the sensor response and the baseline resistance (Ra) towards 20 ppm linalool under 

various relative humidity values are calculated to investigate the effect of relative 

humidity on S3. As the relative humidity increases, the sensor response and baseline 

resistance (Ra) accordingly decrease. Notably, with the relative humidity ranging from 

0% to 30%, the sensor response significantly decreases from 16.7 to 3.1. The baseline 

resistance decreases by 99%. Meanwhile, it can be seen that when the relative humidity 

further reaches over 30%, the decrease in both sensor response and baseline resistance 

is very limited. The gas-sensing performance degradation is chiefly owing to the 

adsorption of water molecules occupying the majority of the adsorption sites, 

decreasing the number of active sites for the interaction between linalool molecules and 

oxygen species [37]. Besides, the surface chemisorbed oxygen species that reacted with 

water molecules are mainly responsible for the decrease in the resistance [38]. As the 

relative humidity further increases, the adsorption of water molecules on the surface of 

CeO2 nanowires becomes saturated, with a limited impact on the adsorption of gas 
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molecules. Hence, when the relative humidity exceeds 30%, the changes in both sensor 

response and baseline resistance are almost narrower.  

 

Fig. 4.13 (a) Long-term stability of the S3-based gas sensor towards 20 ppm linalool, and (b) 

gas-sensing performance compared with other state-of-the-art linalool sensors. 

 

Long-term stability is also a crucial factor for further evaluating the service life of 

the developed gas sensors. Fig. 4.13a shows the long-term stability of the S3-based gas 

sensor towards 20 ppm linalool at room temperature. There is no obvious attenuation 

and fluctuation in both sensor response and baseline resistance towards 20 ppm linalool 

within 15 days, demonstrating superior long-term stability. Additionally, the gas-

sensing performance compared with other state-of-the-art linalool sensors operating at 

a low temperature (150 ℃) or room temperature is shown in Fig. 4.13b, and detailed 

information containing its morphology, response, and working temperature in the 

analysis of linalool is demonstrated in Tab. 4.6. This suggests that S3 with extensive 

oxygen vacancies still displays an excellent sensor response even at a lower 

concentration of linalool. Hence, it is a competitive linalool sensor, which can be 

employed to inspect rice aging. 

In conclusion, the S3-based gas sensor demonstrates exceptional room-

temperature gas-sensing performance for linalool, including high sensitivity, selectivity, 

stability, and a low limit of detection. These characteristics make it a promising 

candidate for practical applications such as monitoring the aging process of rice, where 

detecting volatile organic compounds like linalool is essential. The superior 

performance is attributed to the high specific surface area, extensive oxygen vacancies, 

and optimized surface chemical states of the CeO2 nanowires, which collectively 

enhance the adsorption and reaction of linalool molecules on the sensor’s surface. 
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Tab. 4.6 Detail information on gas-sensing performance in comparison with other state-of-art 

linalool sensors. 

Material Morphology Conc. Tem. Res. Ref. 

Single-walled carbon nanotubes 150 ppm RT 1.7 [39] 

Ag nanospheres 223 ppm RT 2 [40] 

Pd-doped SnO2 nanocomposites 110 ppm 150 ℃ 1.3 [6] 

CeO2 nanowires 4 ppm RT 2.6 This work 

Note: Conc., Concentration; Tem., Temperature, Res., Response; RT, room temperature. 

4.3.3 Gas-sensing mechanism 

 

Fig. 4.14 Schematic illustration of the room-temperature gas-sensing mechanism of CeO2-

based gas sensors (a, c) in air and (b, d) in linalool. 

The room-temperature gas-sensing mechanism of CeO2 nanowires towards pp,-

level linalool can be elucidated based on the characteristic space charge model of n-

type metal oxides. This mechanism is schematically depicted in Fig. 4.14. Specifically, 

when the CeO2-based gas sensor is exposed to purified air, oxygen molecules from the 

air are adsorbed onto the surface of CeO2 nanowires. These oxygen molecules capture 

free electrons from the conduction band of CeO2, forming adsorbed oxygen species (O2
-) 

[41]. This process creates an electron depletion region near the surface and increases 
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the potential barrier (Figs. 4.14a and 4.14c). The capture of electrons by oxygen 

molecules reduces the electron concentration in CeO2, leading to an increase in the 

sensor’s resistance [42, 43]. When linalool molecules (C10H18O) are introduced into the 

sensing environment, they first get adsorbed onto the surface of CeO2 nanowires, 

transforming from gas phases (C10H18O (gas)) to adsorbed phase (C10H18O (ads)), as 

shown in Eq. 4-3 [11]. Subsequently, a redox reaction occurs between the adsorbed 

linalool molecules (C10H18O (ads)) and the adsorbed oxygen species (O2
-) at room 

temperature. This reaction is depicted in Eq. 4-4. During this reaction, linalool loses 

hydrogen atoms (producing C10H16O (ads), water vapor (H2O (gas) is released, and free 

electrons (e-) are generated)). The release of electrons onto the conduction band of CeO2 

decreases the thickness of the depletion region and lowers the potential barrier [44]. 

This reduction in the depletion region and potential barrier results in an increase in the 

electron concentration within the CeO2 nanowires, which subsequently decreases the 

sensor’s electrical resistance [45, 46]. 

C10H18O (gas) → C10H18O (ads)                                        (4-3) 

2C10H18O (ads) + O2
- (ads) → 2C10H16O (ads) + 2H2O (gas) + e-              (4-4) 

The enhanced room-temperature gas-sensing performance of the S3-based gas 

sensor for linalool sensing can be attributed to several key factors: the nanowire 

morphology, high specific surface area, and increased percentages of chemisorbed 

oxygen and oxygen vacancy components. In detail, the CeO2 nanowires exhibit a high 

surface-to-volume ratio, which facilitates the efficient transmission and diffusion of 

linalool molecules across the sensor surface. This structure enhances the interaction 

between the gas molecules and the sensing materials, leading to improved sensitivity. 

Secondly, S3 possesses a significantly higher specific surface area of 83.95 m2/g 

compared to S1 and S2 (Tab. 4.5). This large surface area provides more active sites for 

the adsorption of linalool molecules, thereby increasing the sensor response [47, 48]. 

The high surface area allows for more effective interaction between the gas molecules 

and the sensor surface, enhancing the overall sensing performance. Thirdly, XPS 

analysis (Tab. 4.4) indicates that S3 has a higher relative proportion of chemisorbed 

oxygen and oxygen vacancy components compared to S1 and S2. Chemisorbed oxygen 

species play a crucial role in the gas-sensing mechanism by reacting with the target gas, 

while oxygen vacancies provide additional adsorption sites, facilitating the redox 

reactions necessary for sensing. The presence of oxygen vacancies is associated with 

the substitution of Ce4+ by Ce3+, which helps maintain charge balance [49, 50], and 

increases the proportion of oxygen vacancies. This substitution process releases 

negative charges into the conduction band, enhancing carrier concentrations and 

improving the sensor’s electrical properties [51, 52].  
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4.3.4 Practical application of CeO2-x-based gas sensors 

 

Fig. 4.15 (a) Response measured under exposure towards VOCs generated from indica rice 

and japonica rice, (b) response towards VOCs generated from 30 g indica rice stored for 

various periods. 

To verify the practicability of the developed CeO2-x-based gas sensors for 

inspecting rice quality during storage, the variations in the electrical resistance of the 

S3-based sensor were monitored when exposed to VOCs generated by two kinds of rice 

(indica rice and japonica rice) stored for various periods (1, 3, 5, 7, 15, and 30 days). 

Fig. 4.15a displays the sensor response to VOCs from both types of rice during aging. 

Notably, the response towards the VOCs from indica rice aging is significantly higher 

(80.2) compared to japonica rice (36.1), demonstrating the sensor’s ability to 

distinguish between the two types. This suggest that the S3-based sensor is effective in 

identifying the quality of different rice varieties based on VOC emissions. Additionally, 

as depicted in Fig. 4.15b, the sensor response and baseline resistance (Ra) to VOCs from 

indica rice stored for different storage periods (3, 5, 7, 15, and 30 days) exhibit minimal 

fluctuation. This consistency aligns with the long-term stability tests (Fig. 4.15a), 

indicating reliable sensor performance over extended periods. During the continuous 

testing lasting for 30 days, there is no significant change in the sensor response, which 

is chiefly because of the slow aging process of indica rice stored at room temperature. 

It is reported that rice undergoes significant aging after being stored at room 

temperature for six months to a year. In addition, variables such as temperature, pressure, 
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and humidity during testing can impact sensor response, underscoring the importance 

of controlled testing conditions. Above all, these results demonstrate that the sensor 

may be utilized as the detection unit of high-performance E-nose for room-temperature 

detection of alcohol. 

4.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, oxygen vacancies of CeO2 nanowires, synthesized by a simple 

hydrothermal method, are regulated by post-treatment under different controlled 

atmospheres (e.g., air, Ar, and 5%H2+95%Ar). Then they were employed for the 

detection of linalool, a key alcohol generated during rice aging, at room temperature. 

The structural characterizations and gas-sensing performance investigations were 

conducted to investigate the influence of post-treatment under different atmospheres on 

the enhanced gas-sensing performance of CeO2-based gas sensors. The main 

conclusions drawn from this research are summarized as follows: 

(1) The microstructural analyses revealed that the nanowire morphology of the 

samples remained largely unchanged even after annealing under strong reducing 

atmospheres (5%H2+95%Ar). XRD analysis indicated that all samples maintained a 

crystalline phase, with S2 and S3 displaying sharper and stronger peaks, implying a 

higher crystallinity. 

(2) The formation mechanism of CeO2 nanowires involves rapid hydrolysis of Ce 

ions under high NaOH concentration, resulting in nanoparticles that subsequently form 

nanowire structures through an oriented attachment mechanism. These nanostructures 

exhibit a high length-diameter ratio, large contact area, and superior physicochemical 

properties. 

(3) Ce 3d spectrum analysis revealed that annealing under strong reducing 

atmospheres incorporates oxygen vacancies into the CeO2 nanowires, partially reducing 

Ce4+ ions to Ce3+. This incorporation leads to an increase in crystal defects and oxygen 

vacancies, significantly enhancing the number of active sites for gas adsorption and 

improving the room-temperature gas-sensing performance. 

(4) The S3-based gas sensor showed superior gas-sensing properties towards 

linalool, including a high response of 16.74, a response/recovery time of 16/121 s, and 

a low theoretical detection limit of 540 ppb. Comparative analysis with recent literature 

indicates that CeO2 nanowires, especially those annealed under strong reducing 

atmospheres, are capable of detecting linalool at room temperature even at low 

concentrations. 

(5) The elevated gas-sensing properties of S3 are attributed to its unique nanowire 

structure, higher specific surface area, and increased proportions of chemisorbed 

oxygen and oxygen vacancy components. The nanowire structure provides a large 
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surface-to-volume ratio, facilitating the transmission and diffusion of linalool. XPS 

analysis revealed the highest proportions of chemisorbed oxygen and oxygen vacancies 

in S3, enhancing the reactivity with linalool. The partial reduction of Ce4+ to Ce3+ 

increases the concentration of oxygen vacancies, contributing to charge balance and 

enhancing carrier concentration. 

(6) Practical experiments demonstrated that the S3-based gas sensor could 

effectively distinguish between VOC generated by indica and japonica rice aging at 

room temperature. The sensor response and baseline resistance (Ra) showed minimal 

fluctuation over extended storage periods, indicating excellent long-term stability. 

These findings highlight the effectiveness of regulating electronic structures and surface 

chemical states in CeO2 nanowires for improving room-temperature gas-sensing 

performance. Collectively, these results underscore the significant potential of the 

developed CeO2-x-based gas sensor in practical applications, particularly for monitoring 

rice aging and possibly other VOC detection scenarios at room temperature.  
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Chapter 5 Rationally designed zinc stannate heterojunctions by 

solution precursor plasma spraying for 2-undecaone detection 

5.1 Introduction 

2-Undecanone is a significant ketone derived from the oxidative degradation of 

unsaturated fatty acids during rice aging [1-3]. The concentration of 2-undecanone in 

rice increases with the oxidation rate of fatty acids over time, making it a reliable 

indicator for evaluating rice quality. Currently, methods like headspace solid-phase 

micro-extraction coupled with gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy and near-

infrared spectroscopy have been extensively available for identifying 2-undecanone 

concentration in rice aging [4-6]. 

To effectively address the shortcomings of traditional instrument methods, MOS-

based gas sensors have been widely developed for monitoring VOC [7, 8]. Most MOSs 

have a wide bandgap, resulting in optimal working temperatures generally above 200 ℃. 

This temperature range is problematic for detecting 2-undecanone due to its pyrolysis 

point being below the working temperature, leading to its degradation before detection. 

As a result, there have been no reported uses of oxides for 2-undecanone sensing. 

Among various metal oxides, zinc stannate (ZnSnO3) has emerged as a promising 

material for VOC monitoring. ZnSnO3 is an n-type metal oxide with notable properties, 

such as low visible adsorption (bandgap ~3.1-3.9 eV), high electrical conductivity 

(~100 S∙cm-1), and significant electron mobility (~10-15 cm2∙V-1∙S-1). These attributes 

make ZnSnO3 a potential candidate for gas-sensing applications [9]. ZnSnO3 can be 

fabricated into various morphologies such as porous, core-shell, hierarchical structures, 

which are generally responsible for enhancing gas-sensing performance. For instance, 

Cao et al. prepared ZnSnO3 thin films with mesoporous structures through magnetron 

sputtering [10], and their gas-sensing measurements revealed a high sensor response of 

11.5 towards 50 ppm ethanol at an optimal working temperature of 290 ℃. The large 

specific surface areas of mesoporous structures were chiefly responsible for this 

superior gas-sensing performance. Recently, metal oxides with dual-mesoporous 

structures have attracted significant interest. These structures enhance pore connectivity 

compared to mono-mesoporous structures, facilitating the transmission of gas 

molecules dominated by Knudsen diffusion and promoting interaction with active 

absorption sites. Ma et al. synthesized transition metal oxides with dual-mesoporous 

structures via a co-assembly approach and applied them to 3-hydroxy-2-butanone 

sensors [11], achieving a response of 1.4 even at an ultra-low concentration (50 ppb), 

which was superior to previously reported gas sensors. Furthermore, the existence of 
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dual-mesoporous structures prevents pore blockage caused by particle migration, 

making them favorable for gas-sensing applications involving gas-solid interface 

reactions. Nevertheless, the creation of secondary pores in porous materials generally 

involves complex procedures using templates like silica, polymers, or surfactants. To 

overcome this, a more general and convenient route is proposed for fabricating dual-

mesoporous ZnSnO3.  

On the other hand, heterojunction construction is a recognized effective tactic to 

boost the gas-sensing performance of metal oxides. By creating heterojunctions, the 

band structure of metal oxides can be modified, which can reduce the working 

temperature and enhance the gas-sensing response. Wang et al. utilized nano-TiO2 

decoration to reduce the working temperature of a sensor based on ZnSnO3 [12]. This 

was achieved because the impurity energy bands generated at the bottom of the 

conduction band merged with it to form band tails, thereby reducing the bandgap. This 

reduction means less energy is required to excite electrons into the conduction band, 

making the sensor more efficient at lower temperatures due to the heterojunctions 

formed at the interfaces between TiO2 and ZnSnO3. Additionally, modulating the 

electronic structures and surface chemical states, especially by incorporating oxygen 

vacancies, is another effective route to develop high-performance gas sensors. The 

formation of oxygen vacancies in ZnSnO3 decreases its bandgap, which improves the 

efficiency of electron transfer. This, in turn, reduces the working temperature and 

enhances the response. For example, hollow cubic ZnSnO3 with a controllable 

concentration of oxygen vacancies was synthesized by Wang et al. through a simple 

hydrothermal combined with an alkali etching method [13]. Their experiments 

displayed that ZnSnO3 with 21.1% oxygen vacancies had dramatically enhanced gas-

sensing properties compared to pristine ZnSnO3 nanocubes without etching. Notably, 

the working temperature decreased by 12%, and the sensor response increased by 400%. 

Inspired by these findings, combining heterojunction construction with the 

incorporation of oxygen vacancies may be an effective optimization strategy for 

reducing the working temperature and enhancing the response of ZnSnO3 in detecting 

2-undecanone. Typically, achieving this involves at least two steps. Heterojunctions are 

first prepared through various chemical synthesis routes to create interfaces, and then 

the obtained solid precipitates are treated by processes such as annealing under different 

controlled atmospheres or etching for varying durations to incorporate oxygen 

vacancies. Despite the successes of these methods, they have some drawbacks, such as 

slow particle growth and insufficient crystal defects, which can limit the enhancement 

of gas-sensing performance of ZnSnO3. 

Owing to its notable advantages including ultra-high temperature (exceeding 

10,000 K), extremely rapid cooling rate (105-107 K/s), and reducing atmosphere (H2), 

plasma spray can serve as a feasible technique for fabricating ZnSnO3 with porous 
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heterostructures and highly concentrated oxygen vacancies [14, 15]. Among them, the 

different volatilization rates of Zn and Sn atoms during the rapid cooling process result 

in the formation of heterojunctions within ZnSnO3 material. Meanwhile, the small 

radius of the O atom at its site makes the ZnSnO3 structure unstable, promoting the 

formation of oxygen vacancies, especially under the high-temperature conditions of the 

plasma spray. Furthermore, the reducing atmosphere (H2) further facilitates the 

generation of a large number of oxygen vacancies on the surface of ZnSnO3, enhancing 

its gas-sensing properties. In this chapter, high-performance gas sensors are fabricated 

by integrating dual-mesoporous structures, heterojunction construction, and controlled 

concentrations of oxygen vacancies. The solution precursor plasma spray (SPPS) 

technique is employed using corresponding precursors to achieve the desired ZnSnO3 

structures. This method allows for precise control over the formation of dual-

mesoporous structures, heterojunctions, and oxygen vacancies. Then the gas-sensing 

performance of the fabricated ZnSnO3 sensors is thoroughly investigated at room 

temperature, focusing on the detection of ppm-level 2-undecanone. In addition, the 

practicability of the developed gas sensor is verified by evaluating the quality of two 

varieties of rice (indica and japonica rice) stored for different periods. These results 

confirm that the sensor can effectively monitor rice quality, making them suitable for 

incorporation into high-performance E-nose for room-temperature detection of VOCs. 

5.2 Experimental details 

5.2.1 Chemicals 

All chemicals used in this study are analytical reagents and were used directly 

without further purification. The deionized water (18 MΩ/cm) employed in all 

experiments was prepared using an ultra-pure purification system (Aqua Solutions). 

Detailed information on the chemicals is provided in Tab. 5.1. 

Tab. 5.1 Chemical reagents used in this chapter. 

Chemicals Formula Manufacturer Purity 

Zinc nitrate hydrate Zn(NO3)2∙6H2O 
Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH 

(Germany) 
98.0% 

Tin (IV) chloride 

pentahydrate 
SnCl4·5H2O 

Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH 

(Germany) 
98.0% 

2-undecanone C11H22O 
Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical 

Technology Co., Ltd. 
99.0% 
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5.2.2 Fabrication and measurement of gas sensors 

The metal precursors, Zn(NO3)2∙6H2O and SnCl4∙5H2O, were dissolved in 

deionized water at a molar ratio of 1:1 to form saturated aqueous solutions with a 

concentration of 0.3 M under continuous stirring. For the plasma spraying deposition 

process, a plasma torch (F4, Oerlikon Metco, Switzerland) served as the heat source 

and was mounted on a six-axis robotic arm (ABB, Switzerland) for depositing the 

nanocrystals onto commercial alumina oxide plates measuring 22×28×1 mm3. As 

schematically shown in Fig. 5.1, the solutions were injected into the plasma jet via a 

stainless steel needle, with pressurized nitrogen acting as the driving gas. The 

parameters of SPPS process are outlined in Tab. 5.2. Notably, to rationally design 

porous nanostructures and highly concentrated oxygen vacancies in the samples, the 

secondary plasma gas (hydrogen) was varied at rates of 1, 3, and 5 L/min. The 

corresponding samples are labeled as H1, H3, and H5, respectively. 

The gas-sensing coatings were directly deposited onto the surfaces of the sensor 

substrates using SPPS. 2-Undecanone, selected as the target gas for this study due to its 

significance as a biomarker of rice aging, was utilized the gas-sensing experiments. The 

theoretical concentration of 2-undecanone was calculated using Eq. 2-1, where the 

vapor pressure of 2-undecanone vapors at 25 ℃ is 0.1 mm Hg. 

 

Fig. 5.1 Schematic illustration of the plasma spraying deposition. 

Tab. 5.2 Spraying parameters for ZnO/ZnSnO3 nanoscale heterojunctions by SPPS. 

Parameter/Unit Value 

Current/A 580 

Ar flow/L∙min-1 35 

H2 flow/L∙min-1 1, 3, 5 

Spray distance/mm 90 

Substrate preheating temperature/℃ 400 

Solution flow rate/mL∙min-1 28 
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5.2.3 Theoretical calculation 

All spin-polarization density functional theory (DFT) calculations were conducted 

within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) framework, utilizing the Perdew-

Burke-Emzerhof (PBE) formulation. Grimme’s DFT-D3 methodology was employed 

to describe dispersion interactions. The calculations accounted for valence electrons 

using a plane wave basis expansion with an energy cutoff of 450 eV. Partial occupancies 

of the Kohn-Sham orbitals were permitted, employing the Gaussian smearing method 

with a width of 0.05 eV to enhance computational efficienct. Self-consistent 

calculations were carried out with a convergence energy threshold of 10-5 eV to ensure 

accuracy. In this study, the crystal structures of the materials were determined based on 

XRD patterns. In detail, ZnSnO3 was found to possess an ilmenite-like structured and 

crystallizes in the trigonal R3c space group. On the other hand, ZnO exhibits a Wurtzite 

structure and crystallizes in the hexagonal P63mc space group. 

5.3 Results and discussion 

5.3.1 Structural characterization 

In Fig. 5.1, the uniform transparent solutions containing Zn(NO3)2∙6H2O and 

SnCl4∙5H2O precursors with a molar ratio of 1:1 are successfully injected into the 

plasma jet, as confirmed by SprayCam equipment. The parameters for the liquid 

injection are detailed in Tab. 5.2. Subsequently, the molten droplets condense on the 

surface of the substrate, forming gas-sensing coatings with different thicknesses. This 

formation process involves several stages, including evaporation, precipitation, 

pyrolysis, and melting, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.2. 

 

Fig. 5.2 Schematic illustration of the evolution of the gas-sensing coatings. 
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Fig. 5.3 Cross-sectional profiles of H1, H3, and H5-based gas-sensing coatings. 

According to the cross-sectional profiles depicted in Fig. 5.3, the thickness of H1 

is measured to be 20.08 ± 1.47 μm, making it the thickest among other samples. In 

contrast, H3 has a thickness of 10.89 ± 1.02 μm, while H5 is the thinnest at 7.48 ± 0.81 

μm. H1 also exhibits a higher surface roughness compared to the other samples. This 

variation in thickness and surface roughness is primarily attributed to the change in 

hydrogen flow, which affects the energy density of the plasma jet. Consequently, the 

efficiency of the precursors entering the plasma jet decreases even under the same 

spraying conditions, resulting in variations in thickness and surface roughness that 

subsequently affect the gas-sensing performance [16-18]. FE-SEM images shown in 

Figs. 5.4a-5.4c provide further insight into the morphologies of the gas-sensing coatings. 

At hydrogen flows of 1 and 3 L/min, a large number of minor pores with nanometer-

sized dimensions are observed on the surface, displaying highly porous structures. In 

contrast, the structure of H5 appears denser. This change is attributed to the significant 

increase in energy density of the plasma jet with higher hydrogen flow. Under the 

propulsion of the plasma jet, molten droplets impact the substrate to form flattened 

nanoparticles with higher energy and velocity. Subsequently, those nanoparticles tightly 

connect to form a dense coating. These unique nanoporous structures offer abundant 

active sites and shorter diffusion distances, facilitating electron transport and diffusion 

of gas molecules, ultimately leading to higher response and shorter response time [19-

21]. 

 

Fig. 5.4 FE-SEM images of H1, H3, and H5-based gas-sensing coatings. 
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The morphology and elemental distribution of the H3-based gas-sensing coating 

were further characterized by TEM, as evident in Fig. 5.5. The sample is composed of 

a variety of nanoparticles with an average size of 41.5 ± 9.4 nm (Figs. 5.5a and 5.5b), 

which is in agreement with the results obtained from FE-SEM observations. In addition, 

in Figs. 5.5d-5.5f, the EDS elemental mapping distributions reveal that the sample 

consists of Zn, Sn, and O, with all elements uniformly scattered along the contour of 

the sample. This confirms that the gas-sensing coatings are successfully deposited by 

SPPS. 

 

Fig. 5.5 (a) TEM image and (b) size distribution of H3, (c) high-angle annular dark-field 

scanning transmission electron microscope image, and (d-f) corresponding elemental 

mappings of H3. 

 

 

Fig. 5.6 (a) XRD patterns of H1, H3, and H5-based gas-sensing coatings, local enlargement of 

(a) in XRD. 

Tab. 5.3 Average crystallite sizes of H1, H3, and H5-based gas-sensing coatings. 

Sample H1 H3 H5 

Size/nm 7.53 10.36 14.43 
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XRD analysis of H1, H3, and H5 (Fig. 5.6) reveals characteristic peaks matching 

well with the standard card of ZnSnO3 (JCPDS No. 28-1486), with distinct peaks 

centered at 26.50°, 33.79°, and 51.59° corresponding to the (0 1 2), (1 1 0), and (1 1 8) 

crystal planes, respectively [13]. These positions of the diffraction peaks remain 

consistent across all samples. Besides, several characteristic peaks at 2θ values of 

31.76o, 34.42o, 36.25o, 47.53o, 56.60o, 62.86°, and 67.96°correspond to the (1 0 0), (0 0 

2), (1 0 1), (1 0 2), (1 1 0), (1 0 3), and (1 1 2) planes, respectively, of hexagonal wurtzite 

structured ZnO (JCPDS No. 36-1451) [22]. This confirms that all samples consist of a 

mixture of ZnO and ZnSnO3 phases, indicating the formation of heterojunctions during 

the one-step deposition process. In addition, as shown in Tab. 5.3, the average crystallite 

sizes of H1, H3, and H5 are determined to be 7.53, 10.36, and 14.43, respectively. This 

increase in crystallite size is attributed to the elevated hydrogen flow during the 

spraying process, affecting the recrystallization process of metal ions and leading to a 

deceleration in the migration of grain boundaries, resulting in larger crystallite sizes. 

The high-resolution TEM image displayed in Fig. 5.7a illustrates an interplanar 

spacing of 0.281 nm, associated with the (1 0 0) crystal plane of ZnO. This further 

confirms the formation of heterojunctions at the interfaces between ZnO and ZnSnO3, 

likely due to the different volatilization rates of Zn and Sn atoms during spraying. SPPS 

has been proven to be a novel route for constructing heterostructures, particularly in 

ternary metal oxides. Additionally, circular dot arrays observed in the selected-area 

electron diffraction (SAED) pattern given in Fig. 5.7b demonstrate the polycrystalline 

nature of the gas-sensing coating deposited by SPPS, with the lattice distance on the 

diffraction ring corresponding to the XRD pattern. Most importantly, with increasing 

hydrogen flow, the intensity of the diffraction peak becomes stronger, indicating greater 

crystallization in H5. 

 

Fig. 5.7 (a) HRTEM image and (b) selected-area electron diffraction pattern of the H3-based 

gas-sensing coating. 
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To confirm the phenomenon concerning the formation of oxygen vacancies in the 

sample, Raman spectroscopy was utilized to inspect the occurrence of local structural 

changes in the samples and examine the oxygen vacancy caused by the loss of 

symmetry and reorientation. The Raman spectra provided in Fig. 5.8 illustrate four 

vibrational modes as E2 (H), E1 (L), A1g, and B1g at 439, 533, 635, and 669 cm-1, 

respectively. More specifically, the E2 (H) modes are characteristic of the hexagonal 

wurtzite crystal phase of ZnO nanostructures, associated with oxygen motion and 

sensitive to internal stress. The broad peaks at 635 and 669 cm-1 correspond to the 

characteristic Raman shift of ZnSnO3, attributed to stretching vibrations of short Zn-O-

Zn bonds [23, 24]. Notably, compared with H1, the peaks of H3 and H5 shift towards 

higher wavenumbers (Fig. 5.8b), suggesting an elevated relative concentration of 

oxygen vacancies [25]. These results consistently demonstrate that numerous oxygen 

vacancies are generated in the samples as the hydrogen flow changes. 

 

Fig. 5.8 (a) Raman spectra of H1, H3, and H5-based gas-sensing coatings, (b) local 

enlargement of the peak corresponding to B1g. 

To inspect the chemical states of different elements and the influence of cation 

substitution on oxygen adsorption in the three samples, XPS spectra were analyzed to 

reveal the core peaks of Zn 2p, Sn 3d, and O 1s. The survey spectra provided in Fig. 

5.9a confirm the presence of Zn, Sn, and O, consistent with the EDS mapping shown 

in Figs. 5.5d-5.5f. Meanwhile, it can be observed from Fig. 5.9b that there are two 

characteristic peaks centered at 1044.8 and 1021.7 eV, corresponding to Zn 2p1/2 and 

Zn 2p3/2, respectively. The spin-orbit splitting of the two peaks is 23.1 eV, indicating a 

valence state of +2 for Zn ions [26]. Similarly, the Sn 3d spectra depicted in Fig. 5.9c 

show a split value of 8.4 eV between Sn 3d3/2 and Sn 3d5/2, demonstrating an oxidation 

state of +4 for Sn atoms [27]. Besides, the O 1s spectra depicted in Fig. 5.9d are split 

into peaks located at 529.6, 531.5, and 532.3 eV, which are assigned to lattice oxygen 

(OL), chemisorbed oxygen (OC), and oxygen vacancy (OV), respectively [28]. 
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Fig. 5.9 High-resolution XPS analysis of the (a) survey spectra, (b) Zn 2p spectra, (c) Sn 3d 

spectra, and (d) O 1s spectra for H1, H3, and H5. 

 

Fig. 5.10 (a) Results of the curve fitting of the O 1s spectra of the three samples, and (b) 

charge distributions of ZnO/ZnSnO3 heterojunctions in a two-dimensional plane. 

The quantification of the O 1s spectra in Fig. 5.10a reveals significant differences 

in the proportions of OC and OV components among the three samples. Specifically, the 

area percentages of OC and OV in H5 are higher than those in H1 and H3, likely due to 

the higher energy density of the plasma jet supported by a higher hydrogen flow. These 

oxygen species are crucial for the interaction of sensing materials with the target gas 

[29]. Moreover, the two-dimensional plane’s charge density distribution analysis (Fig. 
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5.10b) was conducted to disclose the electronic configuration of ZnO/ZnSnO3 

heterojunctions [30]. This analysis indicates that the 1s orbitals from oxygen (O), 2p 

orbits from zinc (Zn), and 3d orbits from tin (Sn) significantly contribute to the valence 

and conduction bands, highlighting the heterojunctions’ role in the gas-sensing 

mechanism. 

The UV-Vis spectra displayed in Fig. 5.11a provide insights into the bandgap of 

ZnO/ZnSnO3 heterojunctions and their potential for sensor operation at low 

temperatures. The absorption tails observed in the visible and near-infrared regions are 

associated with oxygen vacancy-induced polarons and free electrons [31]. The bandgap 

energy (Eg) of H1, H3, and H5, calculated using the Tauc formula by estimating the 

intercept of the tangent to the X axis, is determined to be 3.11, 2.99, and 2.95 eV, 

respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.11b. These results indicate that all samples belong to 

wide bandgap semiconductors, facilitating the construction of gas-sensing devices with 

enhanced response and selectivity at low working temperatures. 

 

Fig. 5.11 (a) The UV-Vis spectra and (b) the corresponding Tauc curves of H1, H3, and H5-

based gas sensing coatings. 

 

The nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms and the pore size distributions 

shown in Fig. 5.12 reveal the dual-mesoporous structure of the materials (H1 and H3). 

In particular, apart from a uniform distribution of the main mesoporous at 3.9 nm, H1 

has a secondary pore centered at 2.9 nm. This unique dual-mesoporous structure in 

metal oxides is advantageous for the subsequent gas-sensing process, providing 

abundant active sites and shorter diffusion distances for gas molecules. Tab. 5.4 

summarizes the textural properties of all samples. As the hydrogen flow increases, the 

size distribution of the secondary pore decreases, indicating the significant impact of 

hydrogen flow on tuning the mesoporous structure of ZnSnO3 during the deposition 

process. 
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Fig. 5.12 Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms and corresponding pore size distribution 

curves of (a, d) H1, (b, e) H3, and (c, f) H5. 

Tab. 5. 4 Textural properties of the samples. 

Sample BET surface area/m2∙g-1 Pore diameter/nm Pore volume/cm3∙g-1 

H1 24.5 2.9, 3.9 0.07 

H3 24.1 3.3, 3.9 0.06 

H5 7.1 3.1 0.05 

5.3.2 Gas-sensing performance investigation 

To investigate the gas-sensing properties, the precursors were directly deposited 

onto the surface of ceramic plates with Pt electrodes to fabricate miniature side-heated 

semiconductor gas sensors. 2-Undecanone, as a reducing gas, is adsorbed on the gas-

sensing materials, and further oxidized by the pre-adsorbed oxygen species with the 

electrons flowing from 2-undecanone to ZnO/ZnSnO3 nanoscale heterojunctions. As 

mentioned above, the semiconductor characteristics and gas-sensing ability of 

heterojunctions can be achieved at low working temperatures under the influence of 

oxygen vacancies. Accordingly, the electrical and chemiresistive gas-sensing 

performance of the three samples were investigated at an ambient condition including 

the temperature of 25 ± 5 ℃ and the relative humidity (RH) of 30 ± 10%. The changes 

in resistance of all sensors towards 2-undecanone with different concentrations are 

depicted in Fig. 5.13. Initially, the resistance sharply increases when exposed to the 

purified air (79%N2+21%O2), reaching a high baseline resistance (Ra) ranging from 1 

to 10 GΩ. Upon exposure to the target gas (2-undecanone), the resistance decreases, 

indicating the gas-sensing response of the sensors. When purified air is reintroduced, 
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the resistance returns to Ra, demonstrating the repeatability of the gas-sensing process. 

 

Fig. 5.13 Changes in the electrical resistance of H1, H3, and H5-based gas sensors towards 2-

undecanone with concentrations ranging from 2.6 to 13 ppm. 

 

Fig. 5.14 (a) Baseline resistance and (b) electrical noise of H1, H3, and H5-based gas sensors 

towards the purified air. 

In Fig, 5.14a, the baseline resistance (Ra) values of H1, H3, and H5-based gas 

sensors operating at room temperature are 6.01, 1.03, and 2.56 GΩ, respectively. The 

incorporation of a large number of oxygen vacancies contributes to a decrease in Ra 

followed by an increase when the hydrogen flow is set at 5 L/min. This behavior can 

be associated with the effects of oxygen vacancies, where the electrons trapped in the 

donor level can be directly excited into the conduction band of the semiconductor, 

increasing the carrier concentration and ultimately displaying a lower resistance (Ra) 

[32, 33]. Moreover, an increase in Ra of H5 may be due to a decrease in its film thickness 

(Fig. 5.3), which can decrease the grain size of the semiconductor, leading to an increase 

in the grain boundary [34, 35]. Additionally, the electrical noise of all sensors is initially 

determined by measuring the average resistance fluctuation during the introduction of 
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purified air. As provided in Fig. 5.14b, the calculated noise levels are approximately 

0.135%, 0.024%, and 0.091% for H1, H3, and H5, respectively, with H3 exhibiting the 

lowest noise level. The low noise level may originate from the measuring range of the 

instrument utilized in this study [36]. 

 

Fig. 5.15 Responses of H1, H3, and H5-based gas sensors versus gradient 2-undecanone 

concentrations. 

 

Based on the variations in resistance shown in Fig, 5.13, the linear correlation 

between sensor response and gas concentration is revealed in Fig. 5.15. The response 

of all sensors elevates with an increase in gas concentration, showing a positive linear 

relationship. The slops (in 1/ppm) related to the response for H1, H3, and H5 are 0.38 

(y=0.38x+0.21), 0.79 (y=0.79x+0.68), and 0.65 (y=0.65x-0.05), respectively, with 

corresponding linear fitting constants (R2) of 0.995, 0.981, and 0.984. Among them, H3 

displays the highest response of 11.03 towards 13 ppm 2-undecanone with a theoretical 

limit of detection (430 ppb) obtained via the equations provided in the reference [37]. 

The improvement in response is almost consistent with the order of the proportions of 

OC and OV measured by XPS, thus contributing to the enhanced response. Nevertheless, 

compared with H3, H5 displays a denser structure (Fig. 5.4), which does not provide 

plenty of pathways for the permeability of gas molecules, thereby decreasing the 

response. Consequently, apart from incorporating a large number of OV, designing the 

heterojunction with a dual-mesoporous structure is considered to be the most effective 

strategy for improving the response of metal oxide-based gas sensors. 
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Fig. 5.16 Responses of the H3-based gas-sensing coating towards different kinds of 

interfering gases (U: 2-undecanone, A: ammonia, E: ethanol, I: isopropanol, L: linalool, M: 

methanol, N1: NO2, N2: nonanal, S: SO2 (100 ppm), C: CO2 (400 ppm), all gas concentration 

are at 10 ppm excluding notation). 

Selectivity, a crucial parameter for evaluating the performance of gas sensors, is 

pivotal for practical applications. It is influenced by the adsorption capacity and the 

reaction rate of the sensor, and intrinsic characteristics (i.e., oxidation/reduction, 

electronic structure, etc.) of gas molecules. Herein, nine varieties of gases including 

ammonia, ethanol, isopropanol, linalool, methanol, nonanal, NO2, SO2, and CO2 are 

selected as interfering gases. In Fig. 5.16, the response of the H3-based gas sensor 

towards 2-undecanone is at least twice as high as that of other interfering gases. The 

superior selectivity can be attributed to the higher adsorption capacity and stronger 

reducibility of the target gas molecules on the surface of H3, facilitating faster reaction 

and electron transfer at room temperature compared to other interfering gases. 

 

Fig. 5.17 (a) Response-recovery curves of H1, H3, and H5-based gas sensors towards 13 ppm 

2-undecaone, and (b) repeated response-recovery curves of H3-based gas sensor towards 13 

ppm 2-undecaone. 
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The response time (τres) and recovery time (τrec) of all sensors towards 13 ppm 2-

undecanone at room temperature are also calculated, which is 33/28 s for H1, 21/34 s 

for H3, and 24/48 s for H5, respectively. These results indicate a rapid 

response/recovery speed of the gas sensors, as shown in Fig. 5.17a, owing to their 

nanoscale porous structures. Moreover, to verify the repeatability of the sensor, the 

response-recovery curve of H3 towards 13 ppm 2-undecanone within five cycles 

depicted in Fig. 5.17b is analyzed, and there are no huge degradations in both response 

and Ra, with a deviation of 10.7% and 2.8%, respectively, confirming an excellent 

repeatability in the analysis of the target gas at room temperature. 

 

Fig. 5.18 (a) Long-term stability and (b) sensor responses and its corresponding baseline 

resistance of the H3-based gas sensor towards 10 ppm 2-undecanone under various relative 

humidity conditions. 

The long-term stability investigations presented in Fig. 5.18a reveal that the H3-

based gas sensor nearly retains its response over the 30-day testing period, experiencing 

only a minor decrease of around 9%. This indicates outstanding long-term stability, 

laying a strong foundation for practical applications and commercial promotion. 

Furthermore, the effects of humidity cannot be ignored with regard to the sensor’s 

practical utilization. Hence, the response and Ra of the H3-based gas sensor towards 10 

ppm 2-undecanone are measured under different RH conditions (20%, 40%, 60%, and 

80%). It can be seen from Fig. 5.18b that the response and Ra decrease by 147% and 

20%, respectively, with increasing RH from 0% to 40%. This decrease is attributed to 

the increased humidity, leading to the formation of inactive hydroxyl groups through 

the reaction between water molecules and adsorbed oxygen, hindering the sensing 

process between the target gas and adsorbed oxygen species [38, 39]. Moreover, the 

insolubility of 2-undecanone in water contributes to the reduction in response. Despite 

the decrease in response with increasing humidity, the sensor maintains substantial 

response (Ra/Rg=2.09) for 10 ppm 2-undecanone even in a highly humid atmosphere 

(80%RH). These findings indicate that the ZnO/ZnSnO3 nanoscale heterojunction-
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based gas sensor directly manufactured by SPPS is suitable for detecting ppm-level 2-

undecanone under varying humidity conditions. In the future, further efforts, such as 

depositing a functional sensing layer onto the surface of the heterojunctions, chemically 

modulating the sensing materials, and constructing appropriate humidity compensation 

algorithms, should be taken to dramatically eliminate the negative influence of 

humidity on improving metal oxide-based gas sensors. 

5.3.3 Gas-sensing mechanism 

From the above gas-sensing performance investigations, ZnO/ZnSnO3 n-n 

nanoscale heterojunctions exhibit excellent gas-sensing properties, represented by a 

high response, a rapid response time, and a low theoretical detection limit, towards 2-

undecanone at room temperature. Currently, it is universally acknowledged that the gas-

sensing mechanism of metal oxide semiconductors strongly involves three steps, 

namely absorption, interaction, and desorption [40, 41]. To further explore the gas-

sensing mechanism of ZnO/ZnSnO3 heterojunctions, the energy level structures of pure 

ZnSnO3 and ZnO are calculated based on DFT calculations, as reflected in Figs. 5.19a 

and 5.19b. For the ZnO/ZnSnO3 composites, due to different work functions and 

bandgaps of ZnSnO3 and ZnO, the electrons can transfer from ZnO to ZnSnO3, 

contributing to the shifting of the Fermi level towards a more negative potential until 

the two Femi levels (Ef) reach equilibrium. When purified air is introduced, oxygen 

captures free electrons from the conduction band, forming chemically adsorbed oxygen 

species (i.e., O2
-, O-, O2-) based on the working temperature of the sensor [42]. In this 

work, the gas-sensing performance investigations are performed at room temperature, 

and O2
- is the dominant absorption oxygen. Simultaneously, additional electron 

depletion and accumulation layers separately form on the surface of ZnO and ZnSnO3, 

decreasing the number of grain boundary barriers. This process enhances the interaction 

between gas molecules and sensing materials, ultimately contributing to the room-

temperature gas-sensing properties of ZnO/ZnSnO3 heterojunctions. These interactions 

cannot be investigated under experimental conditions because of the limited conditions. 

However, they have been proposed by a few references [27, 31, 43-45]. Specifically, 

when the reducing gas (2-undecanone) is exposed, it is first transformed into the 

adsorbed gas molecules. Then the interaction between C11H22O (ad) and O2
- is 

undergone, generating C11H20O (ad) (the loss of H), H2O (g), and free electrons, as 

schematically illustrated in Figs. 5.19c and 5.19d. In the interaction between the target 

gas molecules and the sensing materials, the trapped electrons are released into the 

conduction band, thus decreasing the height of the potential barrier and the thickness of 

the depletion layer, ultimately resulting in a decrease in electrical resistance [46]. 
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Fig. 5.19 Energy level diagrams of ZnO/ZnSnO3 n-n nanoscale heterojunctions based on DFT 

calculation. The band structures of (a) ZnSnO3 and (b) ZnO. (c, d) Schematic illustrations of 

the room-temperature gas-sensing mechanism of the heterojunctions towards ppm-level 2-

undecanone (Ec: conduction band bottom; Ef: Fermi level; Ev: valence band top). 

The enhanced gas-sensing properties of the H3-based gas sensor for room-

temperature detection of 2-undecaone can be attributed to the synergic effects of its 

unique dual-mesoporous nanostructures with high specific surface areas and the 

increased relative proportions of OC and OV. This unique nanoporous structures provide 

numerous active sites and shorter diffusion distances for the absorption and desorption 

of the target gas, thereby elevating the gas-sensing properties, represented by the 

improvement of response and the reduction of response time. Nevertheless, as the 

hydrogen flow increases to 5 L/min, this unique dual-mesoporous structure gradually 

disappears, leading to a reduction in response. Moreover, the relative percentages of OC 

and OV in H3 and H5 measured by XPS are higher than that of H1. The increase in the 

relative proportions of OC and OV is beneficial to improve the adsorption capacity and 
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the reaction rate of 2-undecanone, then promote the electron transfer from the target gas 

to the surface of the sensor, thus contributing to the enhanced gas-sensing performance. 

Most importantly, an essential factor including the thickness and surface roughness of 

the deposited gas-sensing coatings cannot be ignored. Although H5 exhibits the highest 

relative proportions of OC and OV (Fig. 5.10a) and the narrowest bandgap (Fig. 5.11), 

its decreased thickness and surface uniformity (Fig. 5.3) may increase the contact 

resistance (Fig. 5.14a) and reduce the specific surface areas, thereby providing a limited 

number of active sites and pathways for the absorption and diffusion of the target gas. 

Accordingly, apart from precisely incorporating highly concentrated OV and rationally 

designing mesoporous structures, the other above-stated aspects including the 

regulation of the thickness and the modulation of surface uniformity of ZnO/ZnSnO3 

n-n nanoscale heterojunction-based gas sensors also assist in enhancing the gas-sensing 

performance in the analysis of 2-undecanone at room temperature 

5.3.4 Practical application of ZnO/ZnSnO3-based gas sensors 

To evaluate the potential application of the fabricated gas sensor in inspecting rice 

quality, the resistance changes of H3 towards volatile gases produced by the two 

varieties of rice stored for different periods (1, 3, 5, 7, 15, and 30 days) at room 

temperature were monitored (Fig. 5.20a). In Fig. 5.20b, the sensor response towards 

volatile compounds generated from japonica rice aging is 62.9, which is approximately 

4.6 times higher than that of indica rice. This suggests that the sensor can serve as a 

detection unit in an E-nose for distinguishing japonica rice from indica rice. 

Additionally, based on the variations of resistance, the corresponding sensor response 

and baseline resistance (Ra) are obtained. It can be seen from Fig, 5.20c that there are 

no significant changes in both sensor response and Ra when the storage period is less 

than 10 days, which may be due to the slow aging process of japonica rice. Slight 

fluctuations may be attributed to testing conditions such as temperature, humidity, and 

pressure, which can exert a significant influence on the obtained results [1, 43, 47]. 

Nevertheless, a slight increase in sensor response is noted for storage periods exceeding 

15 days, particularly reaching 30 days, demonstrating a gradual occurrence of the aging 

process in japonica rice. Overall, these findings indicate that the H3-based gas sensor 

holds promise for application in developing a high-performance E-nose for assessing 

rice quality during the aging process, particularly in identifying adulteration in other 

rice varieties.  
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Fig. 5.20 (a) Schematic diagram of the sensor utilized in the real-time detection of volatile 

compounds generated from rice aging. (b) Responses measured under exposure to volatile 

gases generated from 30 g japonica and indica rice aging. (c) Response and baseline 

resistance of the sensor towards volatile compounds generated from japonica rice stored for 

different periods (1, 3, 5, 7, 15, and 30 days). 

5.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, nanoscale ZnO/ZnSnO3 heterojunctions with dual-mesoporous 

structures and varying concentrated oxygen vacancies are directly manufactured by 

solution precursor plasma spray (SPPS). By controlling the flow of hydrogen, the 

porous structures and oxygen vacancies in ZnO/ZnSnO3-based gas-sensing materials 

are regulated, and they are used for room-temperature detection of ketones, 

characteristic biomarkers generated through the oxidation of fatty acids after rice aging. 

The structural characterizations and gas-sensing performance investigations are 

conducted to comprehensively investigate the influence of hydrogen flow on the 

enhanced gas-sensing mechanisms of the ZnO/ZnSnO3-based gas sensor. The main 

conclusions drawn in this chapter are summarized as follows: 

(1) Microstructural analyses of the three samples exhibit the formation of n-n 

heterojunctions at the interfaces between ZnO and ZnSnO3 during the spraying utilizing 

the corresponding precursors with a molar ratio of 1:1. XRD analysis further confirms 

the formation of heterojunctions, with characteristic peaks becoming sharper and 
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stronger as the hydrogen flow increases, indicating a higher degree of crystallization. 

(2) The formation process mainly involves the following steps, namely 

evaporation, precipitation, pyrolysis, and melting. Due to the different volatilization of 

Zn and Sn atoms during SPPS, heterojunctions are formed at the interfaces between 

ZnO and ZnSnO3. It has been proven that SPPS is a novel route to construct 

heterostructures, especially in ternary metal oxides. 

(3) The quantification of the O 1s spectra demonstrates that the area percentages 

of OC and OV in H5 are higher than that of the other two samples (H1 and H3), 

significantly increasing the number of active absorption sites for 2-undecanone. The 

gas-sensing coatings fabricated with a low hydrogen flow (H1 and H3) exhibit a dual-

mesoporous structure, contributing to the improved gas-sensing performance in the 

analysis of VOCs. 

(4) Room-temperature gas-sensing performance of all sensors towards 2-

undecanone reveals that the H3-based gas sensor exhibits superior gas-sensing 

properties including a higher response of 11.03, a rapid response time of 21 s, and a low 

theoretical detection limit of 430 ppb towards 2-undecanone. 

(4) The enhanced gas-sensing performance of the H3-based gas sensor can be 

attributed to its unique porous structures, and the elevated relative proportions of 

chemisorbed oxygen and oxygen vacancy components, as confirmed by SEM and XPS 

analysis. The mesoporous structures with a high surface-to-volume ratio provide a 

feasible pathway for the transmission and diffusion of the target gas. The higher relative 

proportion of oxygen vacancies in H3 measured by XPS contributes to increased 

availability of oxygen species for reaction with 2-undecanone.  

(5) The practical experiments show that the response of the H3-based gas sensor 

towards VOCs in the aging of different varieties of rice (indica rice and japonica rice) 

at room temperature are significantly different, so the developed gas sensor can be used 

to distinguish japonica rice from indica rice. Meanwhile, with an increase in the storage 

period, the sensor response and baseline resistance (Ra) show only minor fluctuations, 

without significant attenuation. Accordingly, the regulation of porous structures and the 

concentration of oxygen vacancies in ZnO/ZnSnO3 is an effective strategy for 

enhancing the room-temperature gas-sensing performance of MOS-based gas sensors. 

Collectively, this work holds promise for the development of a high-performance E-

nose for evaluating rice quality during storage. 
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Conclusions 

To effectively solve bottlenecks such as high working temperature, insufficient 

detection limit, and low selectivity of E-nose, this thesis conducts in-depth research on 

the development of metal oxide-based gas sensors for the detection of biomarkers in 

rice aging. The following conclusions can be drawn. 

(1) Non-stoichiometric W18O49 hierarchical nanostructures are synthesized 

through a simple hydrothermal method utilizing WCl6 as the tungsten source and 

methanol as the solvent. Then noble metal (Ru) is incorporated to improve the gas-

sensing performance of W18O49 in the analysis of aldehydes. Accordingly, pure and 0.5-

2.0%Ru-loaded urchin-like W18O49-based gas-sensing materials are obtained through 

the calcination under an inert atmosphere (N2). The experimental results suggest that 

the 1.0%Ru-loaded W18O49 exhibits excellent gas-sensing performance towards ppm-

level nonanal, one of the medium-chain aldehydes derived from oxidation and 

hydrolysis of lipids in rice aging. The enhanced gas-sensing properties of 1.0%Ru-

loaded W18O49 can be derived from (Ⅰ) the urchin-like morphology provides large 

specific surface area (94.2 m2/g), facilitating the adsorption of nonanal molecules; (Ⅱ) 

sub-stoichiometric W18O49 possesses highly concentrated oxygen vacancies, enhancing 

oxygen adsorption and increasing the oxygen species available for reacting with 

nonanal; (Ⅲ) incorporating an appropriate amount of Ru into W18O49 effectively 

inhibits grain growth and improves the catalytic oxidation of both Ru3+ and Ru4+, 

contributing to an increase in specific surface area, the relative proportions of 

chemisorbed oxygen and oxygen vacancy components. Furthermore, practical 

experiments suggest that the fabricated sensor has the capability to distinguish indica 

rice from japonica rice. Consequently, the incorporation of Ru into non-stoichiometric 

W18O49 holds promise as a strategy for developing a high-performance E-nose system 

for inspecting rice quality during storage. 

(2) Oxygen engineering on CeO2 nanowires is developed through a simple 

hydrothermal method, utilizing CeCl3∙7H2O as the cerium source and deionized water 

as the solvent, combined with calcination under different controlled atmospheres (air, 

Ar, and 5%H2+95%Ar). The sample annealed under 5%H2+95%Ar atmospheres (S3) 

exhibits outstanding gas-sensing properties towards ppm-level linalool, one of the 

alcohols generated via the further breakdown of aldehydes. The enhanced gas-sensing 

performance of the S3-based gas sensor can be ascribed to (Ⅰ) the nanowire morphology 

with a high surface-to-volume ratio facilitates the transmission and diffusion of linalool; 
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(Ⅱ) S3 displays a larger specific surface area of 83.9 m2/g, providing adequate 

adsorption sites for linalool; (Ⅲ) an increase in the relative concentrations of 

chemisorbed oxygen and oxygen vacancy components is accompanied by an increase 

of Ce3+ ions through annealing under the atmosphere (5%H2+95%Ar) with strong 

reducibility, increasing the oxygen species available for reacting with linalool. In 

addition, practical experiments manifest that the S3-based gas sensor can distinguish 

indica rice from japonica rice, and monitor changes in rice quality during storage. 

Hence, the regulation of the electronic structures and surface chemical states in CeO2 

nanowires holds tremendous potential for the development of high-performance room-

temperature E-nose equipment for large-scale inspections of rice quality during aging. 

(3) Nanoscale ZnO/ZnSnO3 heterojunctions with dual-mesoporous structures and 

varying concentrations of oxygen vacancies are directly manufactured by solution 

precursor plasma spray (SPPS). These heterojunctions are engineered to create high-

performance and energy-efficient gas-sensing devices employed to detect the 

characteristic biomarkers in rice aging. Crystal structure characterization confirms the 

formation of n-n heterojunctions at the interfaces between ZnO and ZnSnO3 during the 

spraying, utilizing the corresponding precursors with a molar ratio of 1:1. The 

microstructures of the gas-sensing coatings are rationally designed by controlling the 

key parameter (hydrogen flow). Notably, the sensor fabricated with a low hydrogen 

flow (1 and 3 L/min) exhibits a dual-mesoporous structure, while the sample fabricated 

with a hydrogen flow of 5 L/min (H5) displays a higher concentration of oxygen 

vacancies. When employed as a gas sensor, H3 demonstrates superior room-

temperature gas-sensing properties towards 2-undecanone, one of the ketones derived 

from the oxidative degradation of unsaturated fatty acids in rice aging. The enhanced 

gas-sensing performance of the H3-based gas sensor can be attributed to its unique dual-

mesoporous structures and high relative proportion of oxygen vacancies, as confirmed 

by SEM and XPS analysis. Furthermore, for potential application exploitation, the H3-

based gas sensor was applied to analyze volatile compounds generated from rice aging. 

The gas sensor can be utilized as one of the detection units of the E-nose to distinguish 

japonica rice from indica rice. Accordingly, heterostructured ZnO/ZnSnO3 

nanostructures directly fabricated by SPPS hold promise for the development of a high-

performance E-nose for evaluating the rice quality during storage. 

Perspectives 

In this thesis, due to limitations in my ability and scope of knowledge, there are 

still some limitations in the research and development of high-performance metal 

oxide-based gas sensors for the detection of biomarkers in rice aging. In perspective, 

several potential ideas can be highlighted based on this thesis for improving future 

research, which are listed below. 
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(1) The room-temperature gas-sensing mechanisms of metal oxides need to be 

further investigated. Currently, the gas-sensing mechanisms proposed in this thesis are 

mainly based on the relevant literature, and I infer that the interaction between target 

gas and metal oxides is dehydrogenation. In the future, a comprehensive approach 

involving advanced characterization techniques (i.e., gas chromatography), density 

functional theory calculations, and molecular dynamics simulations should be 

employed for a thorough validation of the gas-sensing mechanisms in metal oxide-

based gas sensors operating at room temperature 

(2) The gas-sensing performance of the developed gas sensors should be 

thoroughly validated under multiple environmental conditions. In practical scenarios, 

testing environments are notably more intricate than laboratory settings. Therefore, in 

the future, emphasis should be placed on investigating the influence of external 

environmental factors on the gas-sensing properties of the developed gas sensors, in 

preparation for the subsequent development of a rice quality inspection system. 

(3) The number of metal oxide-based gas sensors needs to be further increased. 

Presently, the detection system only includes three sets of gas sensors, and there are 

more than 300 types of VOCs in rice aging, posing challenges to ensure adequate cross-

selectivity of the sensors. Consequently, novel equipment, such as vacuum plasma spray, 

magnetron sputtering and so on, should be applied to fabricate metal oxide-based thin 

films for biomarker detection. 

(4) The repeatability of the sensors requires further validation. Typically stored at 

room temperature for six months to a year, or at high temperatures for one to three 

months, rice undergoes an aging process that leads to a deterioration in its quality. In 

this thesis, the sensor’s repeatability investigation lasts for only 30 days. Accordingly, 

the duration of the long-term stability investigation should be significantly extended.  
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Title: Development of metal oxide-based gas sensors for the detection of biomarkers in rice 

aging 

Keywords: metal oxides; gas sensors; oxygen vacancies; biomarkers; rice aging 

Abstract: This study aims to develop high-

performance metal oxide-based gas sensors for 

room-temperature detection of biomarkers in 

rice aging by incorporating oxygen vacancies. 

Three metal oxides, namely W18O49, CeO2-x, 

and ZnO/ZnSnO3 are successfully fabricated 

through strategies that combined a simple 

hydrothermal method with different surface 

modifications including noble metal loading 

and structural regulation. The morphologies 

and phase compositions of the obtained metal 

oxides are investigated using a field emission-

scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM), X-

ray diffraction (XRD), high-resolution 

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), 

and X-ray photoelectron spectroscope (XPS). 

The room-temperature gas-sensing 

performance, including response, 

response/recovery time, selectivity, and 

stability, of these metal oxides in detecting 

biomarkers in rice aging, is comprehensively 

investigated to explore the influence of Ru 

loading, post-treatment, and hydrogen flow on 

the enhanced gas-sensing properties, 

represented by the reduction of working 

temperature and the improvement of response. 

The room-temperature gas-sensing mechanism 

in the analysis of the characteristic biomarker 

is proposed. Furthermore, the practicability of 

the developed gas sensors is verified by two 

varieties of rice (japonica rice and indica rice).  

Material characterizations reveal that 

metal oxides with different morphologies and 

structures are successfully prepared by the 

hydrothermal and solution precursor plasma 

spray (SPPS) methods. Their microstructure 

evolutions are precisely manipulated by Ru 

incorporation, annealing under different 

atmospheres, and adjusting the flow of 

hydrogen, respectively. The gas-sensing 

performance investigations exhibit that the 

obtained metal oxides display excellent room-

temperature gas-sensing properties, including 

high response, rapid response/recovery time, 

and low detection limit, towards the 

characteristic biomarkers such as nonanal, 

linalool, and 2-undecanone. The enhanced 

room-temperature gas-sensing performance is 

chiefly due to the synergistic effects of their 

unique structures, and the incorporation of 

oxygen vacancies. In addition, the 

experimental results show that Ru-loaded 

W18O49 and CeO2-x annealed under the 

atmosphere (5%H2+95%Ar) may be able to 

distinguish indica rice from japonica rice. 

Conversely, reversal conducting behaviors can 

be observed when ZnO/ZnSnO3 fabricated with 

the hydrogen flow of 3 L/min is exposed to two 

varieties of rice. Most importantly, SPPS stands 

out in solving the limitations, such as slow 

particle growth and insufficient oxygen 

vacancies in crystals, which exist in the above-

stated methods (noble metal loading and post-

treatment). Because of its intrinsic 

characteristics, SPPS can effectively 

incorporate highly concentrated oxygen 

vacancies into metal oxides and also construct 

heterostructures due to the different 

volatilization rates of metal sources, especially 

in the fabrication of ternary metal oxides, 

collectively enhancing the gas-sensing 

properties of metal oxides. 
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Titre : Développement de capteur de gaz à base d'oxydes métalliques pour la détection de 

biomarqueurs de vieillissement du riz 

Mots clés: Oxydes métalliques; Capteur de gaz; Espace vide d'oxygène; Biomarqueurs; 

Vieillissement du riz 

Résumé: Cette étude vise à développer des 

capteurs de gaz à base d'oxydes métalliques en 

incorporant des lacunes d'oxygène de haute 

performance pour la détection à température 

ambiante des biomarqueurs du vieillissement 

du riz. Trois oxydes métalliques ayant des 

défauts structuraux tels que W18O49, CeO2-x et 

ZnO/ZnSnO3 ont été préparés avec succès 

grâce à une stratégie combinant une méthode 

hydrothermale simple avec différentes 

modifications de surface, y compris le dopage 

avec métaux précieux et le conditionnement 

structurel. La topographie et la composition de 

phase des oxydes métalliques obtenus ont été 

étudiées à l'aide de la microscopie électronique 

à balayage par émission de champ (FE-SEM), 

de la Diffraction des rayons X (DRX), de la 

microscopie électronique à transmission à 

haute résolution (HRTEM) et du spectromètre 

photo-électronique à rayons X (XPS). Les 

performances de détection des gaz à 

température ambiante, notamment la sensibilité, 

le temps de réponse/récupération, la sélectivité 

et la stabilité de ces oxydes métalliques dans la 

détection des biomarqueurs générés lors du 

vieillissement du riz, ont été étudiées 

profondément afin d'explorer l'influence du 

dopage en Ru, du post-traitement et du débit 

d'hydrogène sur les propriétés de détection de 

gaz, se traduisant par la réduction de la 

température de fonctionnement et 

l'amélioration de la sensibilité. 

La caractérisation des matériaus a montré 

que des oxydes métalliques de morphologie et 

de structure différentes ont été préparés avec 

succès par hydrothermie et projection plasma 

de solution de précurseurs (SPPS). Leur 

évolution microstructurale est contrôlée avec 

précision respectivement par l’incorporation de 

Ru, le recuit sous différentes atmosphères et la 

régulation du débit d'hydrogène. L'étude des 

performances de détection de gaz a montré que 

les oxydes métalliques obtenus présentaient 

d'excellentes propriétés de détection de gaz à 

température ambiante pour des biomarqueurs 

caractéristiques tels que le nonaldéhyde, le 

Linalol et la 2-undécanone, incluant une 

sensibilité élevée, des temps de 

réponse/récupération rapides et une faible 

limite de détection. L'amélioration des 

propriétés de détection de gaz à température 

ambiante est principalement due à l'effet 

synergique de leur structure unique et à 

l'incorporation de défauts, y compris les 

lacunes en oxygène et les défauts cristallins. De 

plus, les résultats expérimentaux montrent que 

le recuit atmosphérique (5%H2+95%Ar) du 

W18O49 et du CeO2 dopé en Ru permet de 

différencier le riz Indica du riz Japonic. Alors 

que ZnO/ZnSnO3, préparé avec un débit 

d'hydrogène de 3 L/min, est exposé aux deux 

variétés de riz, un comportement de 

conductivité inverse est observé. Plus 

important encore, la projection plasma de 

solution de précurseur (SPPS) se démarque en 

résolvant les limitations, telles que la 

croissance lente des particules et l'insuffisance 

des défauts dans le cristallin, qui existaient 
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dans les méthodes mentionnées ci-dessus 

(dopage de métaux nobles et post-traitement). 

Grâce à ses propriétés intrinsèques, le SPPS 

permet d'introduire efficacement des défauts 

très concentrés dans les oxydes métalliques, 

mais aussi de construire des hétérostructures 

grâce aux différents taux de volatilisation des 

sources métalliques, en particulier dans la 

fabrication d'oxydes métalliques ternaires, 

renforçant conjointement les propriétés de 

détection de gaz des oxydes métalliques. 


